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ABSTRACT
POVERTY WITHIN NATION-STATES:
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Mustafa Karapinar 
Old Dominion University, 2015 
Director: Dr. David C. Earnest
Theoretical approaches to development have marginalized poverty and the 
individual from the developmental debates. Instead, these approaches place the state as 
the conventional unit o f development and tended to address poverty at the societal level. 
In these respects, these approaches have neglected how development affects poverty at 
the individual level.
This study criticizes one o f these approaches, the modernization theory o f 
Development, and analyzes the relationship between poverty and some economic, 
political, and social factors. These factors include openness to trade, foreign aid, military 
expenditure, income inequality, corruption, and population. There have been several 
studies examining the relationship between poverty and one or some of the above factors. 
However, most o f the previous discussions rely upon case studies and do not control for 
all o f the above factors. This study attempts to fill this gap, and uses longitudinal data to 
examine to what extent these factors affect poverty within nation-states over time. The 
panel data include observations that cover 135 countries and the years between 1995 and 
2011. The findings reveal that there is a positive and significant relationship between 
income inequality and poverty over time. The results also show a negative and significant 
relationship between poverty and the level o f development. Finally, this study illustrates
that there is not a systematic relationship between poverty and openness to trade, foreign 
aid, military expenditure, corruption, and population.
Keywords: poverty, development, modernization theory o f Development, 
corruption, trade, foreign aid, military expenditure, income inequality, population, panel 
data.
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The greatest evil and the worst o f  crimes is poverty; our first duty, a duty to which every 
other consideration should be sacrificed, is not to be poor. - George Bernard Shaw
1.1. Statement of the Problem
In previous decades dating even back to the 1970s, the difference between rich 
and poor people in many developing countries - and even in some developed countries- 
was barely noticeable. It was quite uncommon for either rich or poor to possess many 
commodities ranging from, for instance, refrigerators to cars, electricity to television. The 
many infrastructural problems in these countries also impede the rich from possessing 
and using their purchasing power to consume conspicuously. In a sense, in those decades 
both richness and poverty were invisible to a certain extent.
This is no longer true. Today, the difference between rich and poor is 
considerably more visible compared to the previous decades. It has begun to emerge 
more clearly in early 1990s, in particular, in parallel to worldwide economic, political, 
and social transformations. It has changed gradually and drawn more attention.1 It has 
become a visible and worrying problem of not only the then underdeveloped and
1 David Dollar, “Globalization, Poverty, and Inequality since 1980,” The World Bank Research 
O bsen’er 20, no. 2 (Fall 2005): 145-75.
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developing countries but also the relatively more prosperous countries as a consequence 
o f increases in poverty and unemployment rates throughout 1980s and 1990s.2
For more than a decade now, the United Nations (UN), has aspired to halve the 
number o f people living on less than $1 per day. Although the Millennium Development 
Goals (MDG) report is optimistic about achieving this goal, the same report points to the 
fact that by 2015, there will be more than a half billion people in the world living under 
extreme poverty conditions. Within this context, although there has been a relative 
decline in the number o f extremely poor people within the last three decades, the absolute 
number o f extremely poor people and the number o f people living on $2 or less per day 
has remained high due to the increase in the World population within the same period.3
Many studies addressing the reasons for poverty have discussed several policies 
to either reduce or alleviate it. Although these studies have been able to explain the 
dynamics behind poverty and suggest several solutions to a certain extent, many 
countries have not been able to get rid o f the yoke o f poverty. In addition to 
underdeveloped countries with high levels o f poverty, developed countries have 
experienced growth in poverty rates although the nature and dimensions o f poverty vary 
from one country to another. This indicates that poverty is a dynamic issue rather than a 
static one, and one needs to address it over time by including several prominent factors 
into analysis that may have an impact on it.
2 Commission o f the European Communities, “Towards a Europe of Solidarity: Intensifying the 
Fight Against Social Exclusion, Fostering Integration” (COM, 1992).
3 Dollar, “Globalization, Poverty, and Inequality since 1980.”
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1.2. The Significance and Purpose of the Study
The starting point o f this study is a criticism of the modernization theory o f 
development; the studies that have empirically tested the theoretical explanations o f this 
theory are addressed in the literature review o f this study. The study asserts that 
modernization theory has ignored poverty while explaining development. In this respect, 
any explanation related to development which does not take the course o f poverty into 
account is misleading and insufficient. Within this context, the purpose o f this study is to 
explain the variation in poverty within nation-states over time. To do this, this study takes 
a dynamic picture o f poverty over time at the country level in terms o f the factors 
mentioned above. This will be the main difference of this study from the previous studies. 
Prior scholarship has focused either on the impact o f a single or limited number o f factors 
on a single unit o f observation (e.g. a region, a city, or a country) or on a limited number 
o f units o f observations at a point in time in general.
This study makes an original contribution to the literature in terms of theory and 
practice. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, modernization theory does not directly 
address how development affects the poor and does not take poverty as a criterion to 
assess development. This study makes an original theoretical contribution by illustrating 
that modernization theory is incapable o f explaining development in terms o f poverty.
As modernization theory contends, developing and underdeveloped countries will 
follow the same path which the developed countries did earlier. This requires for these 
countries to interact economically with developed countries in particular. It implicitly 
assumes that all groups o f people including the poor in a country will benefit from
4
economic development as a consequence of trade among the countries. As mentioned 
above, this study argues that improvement in some major economic and social indicators 
are not sufficient to consider a country either as underdeveloped or developed. It is also 
important to see how the poor are affected from those improvements to talk about 
underdevelopment/development in a country. The statistical analysis made in this study 
does not comfortably show that the poor benefit from the course o f some economic, 
social, and political factors that are examined in this study and are considered to be some 
o f the indicators o f development in terms o f the arguments o f modernization theory. This 
is the original contribution of this study in terms o f the impact o f the major economic, 
political and social factors on poverty examined in this study.
For centuries, under a general social contract, people have given states the right to 
regulate their lives in exchange for security and prosperity. Today no individual can be 
excluded from the authority of any state and the boundaries o f any country. Therefore, 
individuals are the subject o f the countries where states are sovereign, and they are the 
party to the social facts o f the country where they live. For this reason, this study takes 
the nation-state as the unit of observation where individuals are subjected to political, 
social, and economic interactions and regulations. At this point, where the individual 
stands in the development process o f a country requires special attention. Development is 
defined to be a progress in the conditions o f any entity. As far as the individual is 
concerned, development can be considered as an additional acquisition or enhancement 
o f the well-being o f individual in every aspect o f development, including economic 
development in particular.
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History has witnessed a continuous development in many aspects from the 
primitive societies which have economies based on hunting and gathering to agrarian 
societies, to industrial societies, and finally to today’s information societies. Regardless 
o f the type of the society, each individual is expected to benefit from development. 
However, the benefits from development are relative. While some individuals benefit a 
lot, some do not. The individuals who benefit less or the least from development 
economically in particular are called poor. Consequently, even as the level o f poverty 
changes from one country to another, poverty continues to be a problem in almost all 
countries regardless o f being developed, developing, or underdeveloped. Therefore, 
poverty which is directly related to the individual before anything else is a matter of 
development.
Among social, economic, political, cultural, psychological, personal, and many 
other factors affecting poverty, this study focuses on the relationship between poverty 
and some economic, political, and social factors including openness to trade; foreign aid; 
military expenditures; income inequality; corruption; and population by taking into 
consideration the arguments of the modernization theory o f development.
The organization of the remainder o f this study is as follows: This study is 
composed o f five additional chapters. The second chapter reviews the literature. There 
will be four main sections in this literature review chapter: (1) conceptual definitions o f 
poverty, development and income inequality; (2) the critique o f modernization theory; (3) 
the critique of earlier studies; and (4) research question and hypotheses. This chapter 
aims to discuss how the terms such as poverty, development and income inequality that 
are prominent for this study have been conceptually defined so far in the literature. It also
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aims to address the arguments o f modernization theory with regard to development and, 
if  any, to poverty. Following this, it criticizes earlier studies that have empirically tested 
the theoretical explanations o f the modernization theory o f development. Finally, it 
develops a research question and corresponding hypothesis based on the critiques of 
modernization theory and earlier studies.
The study applies quantitative research method and uses time-series cross- 
sectional analysis. The third chapter describes the details regarding this analysis, research 
design, data and methods. It presents first the research design, and then identifies the 
dependent variable, independent variables and control variable. Afterwards, it provides 
the descriptive statistics, and finally, it explains the methods.
Chapter 4 includes the statistical findings. The statistical findings will take place 
in accordance with the research design. Because this study uses statistical analysis; this 
chapter will evaluate the significance levels o f independent variables and their effects on 
the dependent variable.
Chapter 5 will discuss whether the hypotheses built in chapter 2 are supported or 
not. Theoretical implications will also take place in this chapter.
Chapter 6 will be the conclusion chapter. It will provide a summary o f chapters 1 





This study asserts that poverty and development are related but distinct 
phenomena. Because most scholarship has sought to understand development, it provides 
little insight into whether and how economic development alleviates poverty, or the 
conditions under which it may increase poverty. It also asserts that modernization theory 
o f development and the related empirical studies addressed in this study have tended to 
consider poverty within development in general and have not paid sufficient and specific 
attention to what kind o f interaction, if  any, exists between development and poverty. In 
order to make this assertion clear, the study discusses below the arguments of 
modernization theory, its approaches to poverty, and the studies that have empirically 
tested the modernization theory o f development.
The literature review consists o f two parts. The first part o f the literature review 
gives the conceptual definitions o f development, income inequality, and poverty. The 
second part addresses and criticizes the arguments o f modernization theory, and the 
studies that have empirically tested its theoretical explanations.
2.1. Definitions
This study, as mentioned above, examines the relationship between poverty and 
development in terms o f macro-economic, political, and social factors including trade 
openness, foreign aid, military expenditures, income inequality, corruption, and 
population. Many development theories and empirical studies have tended to explain one
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with the other. Among them, poverty in particular is conflated implicitly with 
development and/or inequality. However, these concepts are different from each other. 
For instance, while a highly developed society can nevertheless have poor, a highly 
unequal society may have a little or no poor. Moreover, a highly equal society may have 
lots o f poor. At this point, in order to better understand the perspectives o f the previous 
scholarship that tends to conflate these terms even though they are distinct phenomena, 
and for this reason tends to ignore poverty as a stand-alone research question in terms of 
development, it is important to know how scholars have previously defined poverty, 
development, and income inequality.
2.1.1. Poverty
Given the existence o f several definitions and measurements o f poverty, it is 
problematic to conceptualize poverty. Attempts to conceptualize poverty inevitably cover 
the discussions of the causes o f poverty; how a poor person defines poverty; and who are 
poor according to the people who are not poor. How to understand and define poverty 
even differs from one region to another. The regional differences in understanding 
poverty not only arise from different phenomena o f poverty but also arise from different 
approaches addressing the problem.1 Many scholars have attempted to conceptualize 
poverty, and they have used several criteria to explain it. Scholars typically conceptualize 
poverty in one of four ways: as a level of consumption for basic needs; as the skills and 
productivity o f workers; as the availability o f public goods such as infrastructure; and as 
relative exclusion from social, redistributive and political resources.
1 Arjan de Haan, “ ‘Social Exclusion’: An Alternative Concept for the Study o f  Deprivation?,” IDS 
Bulletin 29, no. 1 (Ocak 1998): 10-19.
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Within this context, one can first define poverty as an incapability o f meeting 
essential needs and goods. This approach enables one to understand how severe poverty 
is by taking consumption into consideration in particular and identify who is poor and 
who is not poor. By this approach, a person is regarded as poor or not according to 
his/her capability o f meeting a specific bundle o f basic needs and goods such as food, 
clothing, and housing. It is based on the calculation o f a minimum amount of 
consumption that is required to meet these needs. The amount reached forms a poverty 
line in terms o f income, which is called absolute poverty.2 However, something 
considered as a basic need for someone would not be considered as a basic need for 
someone else and vice versa depending on past experience and how it is socially 
defined.3 Needs in this respect such as education, health service, participation in decision 
making through using political and civil rights would be either considered as essential or 
not.4
Another definition relates poverty to the extent people acquire education and 
social experience, including working opportunities and skills. Accordingly, people with 
insufficient or no knowledge or skill lack productive resources or own them in limited 
quantities and hence are incapable o f having good living standards. They are therefore 
considered poor.5
2 Benjamin Seebohm Rowntree and Jonathan Bradshaw, Poverty: A Study o f  Town Life (The 
University o f Chicago Press, 2000); Mollie Orshansky, “Counting the Poor: Another Look at the Poverty 
Profile,” Social Security Bulletin 28, no. 1 (1965): 3-29.
3 Amartya Sen, “Poor, Relatively Speaking,” Oxford Economic Papers 35, no. 2 (July 1983): 153—
69.
4 P. Streeten and S.J. Burki, “Basic Needs: Some Issues,” World Development 6, no. 3 (1978): 
411-21; Lakshman Yapa, “What Causes Poverty?: A Postmodern View ,” Annals o f  the Association o f  
American Geographers 86, no. 4 (1996): 707-28.
5 R.P. Korzeniewicz and W.C. Smith, “Poverty, Inequality, and Growth in Latin America: 
Searching for the High Road to Globalization,” Latin American Research Review, 2000, 7-54.
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A third approach attributes poverty to infrastructural, technological, financial or 
policy-related deficiencies. Accordingly, people who are deprived of access to land, 
labor, capital, technology, social sector expenditures, and public transfers are regarded as 
poor. It adds a component of physiological deprivation in addition to other components 
that include basic needs and goods.6
Poverty is also explained with systemic hurdles that keep people away from 
opportunities, rights, and resources including the shelter, employment, democratic 
participation, and healthcare that enable them to integrate in the society in which they 
live. The people who are impeded from enjoying these opportunities, rights, and 
resources are considered as socially excluded and poor.7 In this approach, it is seen that 
the concept o f social exclusion is prioritized over poverty in explaining deprivations and 
vulnerabilities. The European Union, for one, prefers to use the concept o f social 
exclusion since it does not find the concept o f poverty sufficient to explain social 
questions in terms o f some material criteria such as a basic level o f income and public 
services.8 The European Commission takes a person’s access to basic social rights such 
as employment, shelter, and education as a starting point to determine how severely 
he/she is excluded socially.9
6 The World Bank, “World Development Report 2000/2001 : Attacking Poverty” (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2001), http://hdl.handle.net/10986/! 1856.
7 R. Atkinson and S. Davoudi, “The Concept o f Social Exclusion in the European Union: Context, 
Development and Possibilities,” Journal o f  Common Market Studies 38, no. 3 (2000): 427—48.
8 Ajit Bhalla and Frederic Lapeyre, “Social Exclusion: Towards an Analytical and Operational 
Framework,” Development and Change 28, no. 3 (1997): 413-33.
9 Ibid.
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To sum up, the poverty literature is full o f attempts o f scholars to conceptualize 
poverty. As it is seen in the above debates, poverty can be conceptualized mainly in four 
categories as follow:
1. The Basic Needs/Consumption Measures Conception; Being economically too 
weak to meet basic needs and goods;
2. The Productivity Measures Conception; Unequal use o f productive resources;
3. The Public Goods Measures Conception; Benefiting from common resources 
ineffectively and disproportionately;
4. The Social Exclusion Measures Conception; Outcome of the mechanisms that 
exclude some groups o f people from participating in economic, political and 
social actions;
Poverty as being economically too weak to meet basic needs and goods takes 
income or consumption at its center and approaches poverty materially. It resorts to 
explanations based on consumption to determine the severity o f poverty and to decide 
whether a person is poor or not. Thereby, the people or households in a society incapable 
o f meeting a certain group o f basic goods and needs such as food, shelter, water, health 
services, education, political and civil rights are considered poor. Poverty as unequal use 
o f productive resources such as access to land, labor, capital, usually results in low 
income or unemployment. Poverty as benefiting from common resources ineffectively 
and disproportionately arises from infrastructural, technological, and political 
deficiencies such as abuse o f resources by corrupt office holders, lack o f well functioning 
institutions, and primitive technologies impeding productivity. Lastly, poverty appears as
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an outcome o f the actions of some groups to exclude others from joining in economic 
development and decision-making process.
First and foremost, there is not a single conceptually correct definition of poverty. 
This study embraces the basic needs approach to define poverty conceptually. As 
mentioned above, this approach imposes a basket o f goods considered to be enough for 
essential consumption needs, and determines a monetary value by accounting its 
approximate cost. This approach dates back to early 1900s when Rowntree10 used it in his 
study for the first time, and it has been used in several studies afterwards. Ravallion11 
calls this approach the “cost of basic needs” method.
The basic needs approach dominates the literature on how to measure poverty 
operationally. The material well-being o f individuals or households is emphasized in this 
approach and they are considered as poor if their income or consumption stays under a 
certain level of monetary value. In this respect, the headcount index which is also used in 
this study to define poverty operationally is among the most commonly employed 
methods o f the basic needs approach.
The basic needs approach and the operational definitions o f poverty based on this 
approach view poverty in absolute terms, and provide an objective perspective for 
poverty. Many scholars, policy-makers, and economists prioritize approaching poverty in 
absolute terms and from this objective perspective over relative terms and the subjective 
perspective due to the severity o f poverty including starvation, malnutrition, and other 
prominent physiological deprivations.
10 Benjamin Seebohm Rowntree, Poverty-a Study o f  Town Life (London: Macmillan, 1901).
11 Martin Ravallion, “Poverty Lines in Theory and Practice,” LSMS Working Paper (Washington, 
D.C.: The World Bank, July 1998).
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2.1.2. Development
The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) defines development in terms 
o f putting the human being at the center o f its approach and views development as a 
process that enables people to diversify and broaden their choices. . .A long and healthy 
life, to be educated and to enjoy a decent standard o f living...” are the most prominent 
choices according to UNDP.12 Active participation o f people in determining the direction 
of development, and having civil and political rights on an equal and sustainable basis 
follow these options as complementary ones.13 The “capabilities approach” o f Sen also 
corresponds with this definition o f development.14 He argues that development should 
include social, educational, political, and women’s rights which people will enjoy 
through the removal o f pressure on their provision. In other words, Sen makes a 
definition o f freedom in terms of development. People’s freely made preferences 
determine what kind o f a life they desire to have; that is, “human development”; are the 
final criteria proving the existence o f a true social improvement.15
On the other hand, some have tended to explain human development with 
economic development which, in its essence, has been Eurocentric and the starting point 
o f economic development theories as well in the post-World War II period in particular. 
Accordingly, the Western way o f economic and political development has been seen as a 
globally applicable model forming a casual linkage with other fields o f development and
12 UNDP, “Human Development Report 1990” (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990).
13 UNDP, “The UNDP Human Development Report 2010” (New York, USA: UNDP, 2010), 
http ://hdr.undp. org/en/media/HDR_2 010_EN_C om pletereprint. pdf.
14 Amartya Sen, Development as Freedom  (Oxford University Press, 1999).
15 Sudhir Anand and Amartya Sen, “Human Development and Economic Sustainability,” World 
Development 28, no. 12 (2000): 2029-49.
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should be followed by the others.16 In other words, scholars have been prone to see the 
economic development in particular as the beginning o f overall development.
Although the institutional approach tends to explain development with economic 
development as the second approach does above, it places a special emphasis on the 
importance o f institutions for development. Institutionalists such as Acemoglu, Johnson, 
and Robinson17 contend that the colonies where Europeans settled earlier have recorded a 
better performance o f economic development since they inherited higher quality 
institutions from Europeans.
A fourth approach to define development is poverty-oriented. The main criticism 
of this approach is its unrealistic assumption that any sufficient increase in the gross 
domestic product is a good indicator o f development and it would have a “trickle-down” 
effect on the poor. Accordingly, the increase in gross domestic product would be 
considered as development only if it is distributed.18 In other words, redistribution assures 
economic growth will not necessarily lead to inequalities o f income or prosperity among 
the different groups o f people within the society. However, according to this approach, 
growth is not enough. Development cannot be explained basically with the increase at 
some economic indicators. In order to be able to speak of a genuine development, 
developing countries need to make prominent changes in their economic and social
16 S.N. Eisenstadt, Patterns o f  Modernity: Beyond the West, vol. 2 (New York University Press, 
1987); Walt W. Rostow, How It All Began; Origins o f  the M odem Economy (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1975).
17 Daron Acemoglu, Simon Johnson, and James A. Robinson, “The Colonial Origins of 
Comparative Development: An Empirical Investigation,” American Economic Review  91, no. 5 (2001): 
1369-1401.
18 Sidney Dell, “Basic Needs or Comprehensive Development: Should the UNDP Have a 
Development Strategy?,” World Development 7, no. 3 (1979): 291-308.
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structures that otherwise lead to the unfair distribution o f political, educational, and social 
opportunities,19
Similar to but a bit different from the fourth approach, Seers’20 following words 
make a straightforward definition o f development:
The questions to ask about a country's development are: What has been 
happening to poverty? What has been happening to unemployment? What 
has been happening to inequality? If all three o f these have become less 
severe, then beyond doubt this has been a period o f development for the 
country concerned. If one or two o f these central problems have been 
growing worse, especially if  all three have, it would be strange to call the 
result “development”, even if  per capita income doubled.
This study agrees on several points o f the above approaches to define 
development conceptually. However, since it focuses on whether individuals benefit from 
any economic, social, or political progress in a society on more equal or fair basis, it finds 
Seers’ definition of development more suitable to adopt for the purposes o f this study.
2.1.3. Income Inequality
Income inequality simply and particularly means the economic disparity among 
individuals within a society. Consequently, it implicitly addresses the matter o f how 
income is measured and distributed. Within this context, while some argue that income 
inequality is a distributional outcome that arises from economic activities within and
19 Development Policy and Analysis Division United Nations, “Report on the Sixth Session o f the 
Committee for Development Planning” (United Nations, January 5, 1970).
20 Dudley Seers, “The Meaning o f Development,” International Development Review  11, no. 4 
(1969): 1-6.
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among societies, some argue that it is an outcome of several factors such as education21, 
gender22, culture23, and capability deprivation.24
2.2. The Modernization Theory of Development
Modernization Theory looks at development in a historical economic context 
which evolves from agrarian societies to industrial societies, and then to the 
postindustrial societies in which economic activities are largely dominated by service 
industries.25 In this respect, modernization theory tends to view development on the basis 
o f economic actions and classifies societies as developed, developing, or underdeveloped 
in accordance with their position in this evolutional process o f development. Within this 
context, the explanation o f modernization theory for development corresponds with the 
developmental stages which the western developed countries (including mainly the 
United States, European countries, and Japan) have experienced so far. Since 
modernization theory considers poverty as a result o f backwardness o f a society arising 
from its internal structure bearing traditional features o f its economy, culture, and 
institutions, it takes developed societies as a reference in explaining development and 
requires the other societies to follow the capitalist development stages which these 
societies did to develop. To achieve such development, underdeveloped societies need
21 J.D. Gregorio and J.W. Lee, “Education and Income Inequality: New Evidence from Cross- 
Country Data,” Review o f  Income and Wealth 48, no. 3 (2002): 395-416; A. Muller, “Education, Income 
Inequality, and Mortality: A Multiple Regression Analysis,” BM J  324, no. 7 (2002): 1-4.
22 N. Cagatay, “Gender and Poverty” (UNDP, Social Development and Poverty Elimination 
Division, 1998).
23 M. Corcoran et al., Effects o f  Family and Community Background on M en's Economic Status 
(National Bureau o f Economic Research Cambridge, Mass., USA, 1989).
24 Sen, Development as Freedom.
25 Daniel Bell, The Coming o f  Post-Industrial Society; a Venture in Social Forecasting (New 
York: Basic Books, 1973).
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the help o f the developed countries in the fields o f economy, military, and culture.26 
According to the modernization theory, the road which the developing; and 
underdeveloped societies will follow renders changes in, among many others, industry, 
urban life, education, political, technical, and informational environments that will 
eventually end with the establishment o f democratic institutions and governments27 This 
being the case, modernization theory pays much more attention to how development 
changes societies rather than how development affects poverty.
As in the case o f modernization theory, Rostow says very little about poverty. 
Rostow’s The Stages o f  Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Manifesto28 purports to 
explain how underdeveloped societies can develop as a whole rather than focusing on 
how development affects the individual. According to Rostow, the way for developing 
countries to get rid o f poverty is to receive foreign aid from developed countries in high 
quantities. However, Rostow views foreign aid as a prominent tool to keep these 
countries away falling into the clutch o f communism. In other words, Rostow’s approach 
to poverty does not prioritize the prosperity o f individuals but focuses instead on the 
states.
The policy implications o f the arguments o f modernization theory are found best 
in the above work o f Rostow. In this work, he identifies five stages o f economic growth 
that the underdeveloped and developing countries need to follow to be considered as
26 Daniel Lemer, The Passing o f  Traditional Society: Modernizing the Middle East (New York: 
Free Press, 1958); Myron Weiner, Modernization; the Dynamics o f  Growth (New York: Basic Books, 
1966).
27 Adam Przeworski and Fernando Limongi, “Modernization: Theories and Facts,” World Politics 
49, no. 02 (1997): 155-83.
28 Walt W. Rostow, The Stages o f  Economic Growth, a Non-Communist Manifesto (Cambridge 
[Eng.]: University Press, 1960).
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developed countries. These stages are as follows: traditional society; preconditions for 
take-off stage; the take-off stage; the drive to maturity; and high mass consumption. In 
this work, Rostow contends that communism is not “the only form o f effective state 
organization that can launch underdeveloped economies to a take-off to sustained 
growth”. The stages envisage the interaction o f the noneconomic sectors o f the society 
with the economy.29
According to Rostow, traditional society is a structure with limited functions, 
grounded on a pre-Newtonian science and technology and on pre-Newtonian posture 
towards the physical world.30 To explain more broadly, economic activities in traditional 
society are predominantly agricultural consisting o f subsistence production and they have 
a limited production capacity that cannot go beyond a certain level o f economic output 
per person. The scarcity o f the diversity o f crops and other goods in traditional society 
leads trade to occur at local or regional level and to be done on a barter basis.
The preconditions for take-off are a process o f transition in which modem 
technology has just begun to be used in agriculture and industry. Agriculture keeps its 
importance to establish modem industries by providing capital in this process. However, 
about 75% of agriculture workforce shifts to communications, trade and transportation 
sectors.31
“Technically, the preconditions for sustained industrialization have 
generally required radical change in three non-industrial sectors. First, a
29 Walt W. Rostow, Theorists o f  Economic Growth from  David Hume to the P resen t: With a 
Perspective on the Next Century (Cary, NC, USA: Oxford University Press, 1992).
30 Rashmi Umesh Arora, “Globalization and Stages o f Development: An Explanatory Analysis,” 
Review o f  Urban & Regional Development Studies 21, no. 2-3 (2009): 124—42.
31 George Kozmetsky and Piyu Yue, The Economic Transformation o f  the United States, 1950- 
2000 (West Lafayette, Ind: Purdue University Press, 2005).
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build-up of social overhead capital, notably in transport.... Second, a 
technological revolution in agriculture.... Third, an expansion in imports 
financed by the more efficient production and marketing o f some natural 
resources plus, where possible, capital imports. ... Framed by these three 
forms o f sectoral development, yielding both new markets and new inputs 
for industry, the initially small enclaves o f modem industrial activity 
could begin to expand, and then sustain expansion, mainly by the plough- 
back o f profits.”32
In the take-off stage, modem technologies spread rapidly in industry and 
agriculture. New sectors expand quickly and yield profits that entrepreneurs use for 
expanding into new geographic areas and for reinvesting in new plants. In this stage, a 
series o f manufacturing industries construct important components, including coke- 
manufactured iron, cheap transportation, and the textile industry. The development of 
modem coal, engineering and iron industries were the consequences o f the development 
of railroads.33
After take-off, “the drive to maturity stage” follows. It is the period in which “a 
society has effectively applied the range o f (then) modem technology to the bulk of its 
resources.”34 New forms of industries, for example steel, electricity, new ships, 
chemicals, and the products of the modem machine tool, lead the economy and sustain 
the growth rate. The quality and the structure o f the working force change as societies 
move to technological maturity. While the proportion of semi-skilled and professional 
workers increases within the urban population, the proportion o f population in agriculture
32 Walt W. Rostow, “The Stages o f Economic Growth,” The Economic History Review , New 
Series, 12, no. 1 (1959): 1-16.
33 Kozmetsky and Yue, The Economic Transformation o f  the United States, 1950-2000.
34 Rostow, “The Stages o f Economic Growth.”
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and rural life decreases. These changes are accompanied by wider shifts in the society’s 
culture and values, particularly secularization.35
In the final step o f the stages, mass consumption takes place. Most o f the people 
live in prosperity and with an abundance o f choices. Resources are directed to the new 
sectors o f production o f consumers’ durable goods and to the mass diffusion of services. 
The new sectors are as follows: internal combustion engine, modem chemicals, 
electricity, the automobile, petroleum, rubber, and aero-space industries.36
In The Stages o f  Economic Growth, Rostow not only argues about how the 
economic structures o f societies evolve and economic growth affects development, but 
also argues that the sequential stages o f economic growth lead to some political and 
social transformations that result in the adoption o f the Western political and economic 
values such as democracy and the free market economy. According to modernization 
theory, the above mentioned changes in the economic structures o f the societies and the 
following changes in their political and social structures end with capitalism, which is 
considered as the final stage of the progression of human history for the modernization 
theorists.37
The statist theory o f development, a variant o f Modernization Theory is similarly 
deficient in terms of its approach to development. It does not focus on how development 
affects poverty. It prioritizes the state in regulating the economy. It dates back to the 
critiques o f the famous economist John Maynard Keynes about the arguments o f the neo­
35 Ibid.
36 Kozmetsky and Yue, The Economic Transformation o f  the United States, 1950-2000.
37 Francis Fukuyama, The End o f  History and the Last Man (New Y ork : Toronto : New York: 
Free P ress; Maxwell Macmillan C anada; Maxwell Macmillan International, 1992).
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classical theory o f economics regarding full employment. According to the neo-classical 
theory o f economics, full employment is achieved in an economy having price and wage 
elasticity. However, upon his thorough analysis o f the Great Depression, Keynes38 argued 
that the state must intervene in the process o f production in order to establish full 
employment. The arguments o f Keynes have later been systematized as a theory, and the 
world witnessed comprehensive state interventions in the economy in many countries 
until the mid 1970s which led to the emergence o f development economics. The state has 
been the primary enterpriser within this period in most developing countries.
Development economics argues that the matter o f underdevelopment is related to 
the internal processes and institutions o f the underdeveloped countries. The 
underemployment problem of the countries both in the “core” and “periphery” in 
particular, has legitimized development economics based on the statist theory o f 
development.39 It considers the existence o f a centralized, authoritarian, powerful, 
rationalist, and modernizer state as an essential driver o f development. The idea o f the 
need for an authoritarian nation-state for maintaining development indeed prevailed with 
economists in the 1950s.
According to the statist theory o f development, the state is supposed to fulfill an 
important developmental function by implementing the required policy reforms which 
form and sustain an environment conducive to rapid economic growth. Such growth can 
be achieved by making necessary investments in essential infrastructure in particular.
38 John M. Keynes, The General Theory o f  Employment, Interest and Money (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, 1935).
39 Albert O. Hirschman, The Strategy o f  Economic Development, Yale Studies in Economics 10 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958).
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Moreover, modernization theory emphasizes the social and cultural features o f the 
developed societies as modem while it addresses the concerning features o f the 
undeveloped societies as traditional. Accordingly, development is, in a sense, the 
evolution o f the beliefs, features, and values o f the traditional undeveloped societies to 
the economic, political, social, and cultural characteristics o f the modem developed 
western societies.40
Inspired by the modernization theorists such as Daniel Bell who argued that 
economic development leads to widespread changes in the cultures o f the societies, and 
by Samuel Huntington claiming that cultural values have lasting impact on the societies, 
Inglehart and Baker41 examined the impact o f economic development on cultural norms 
and values. Based on the data o f World Values Survey consisting o f 65 societies and 75 
percent o f the world’s population, they found out that economic development has led to 
great shifts in the norms and values o f developing societies toward the values o f the 
western developed societies.
Although Inglehart42, as an important figure in the modernization theory 
literature, argues that economic development plays a prominent role in the wealth o f the 
people in any society, he contends that its impact on the prosperity expectations and 
perceptions o f the people begins to decrease after a certain level o f income. Hence people 
in these developed societies are getting more interested in increasing their quality o f life
40 M. Blomstrom and B. Hettne, Development Theory in Transition: The Dependency Debate and  
beyond: Third World Responses (Zed Books London, 1984); M. Nash, “Approaches to the Study of 
Economic G row th ' ' Journal o f  Social Issues 19, no. 1 (1963): 1-5.
41 Ronald Inglehart and Wayne E. Baker, “Modernization, Cultural Change, and the Persistence of 
Traditional Values,” American Sociological Review  65, no. 1 (2000): 19-51.
42 Ronald Inglehart, “Globalization and Postmodern Values,” Washington Quarterly 23, no. 1 
(Winter 2000): 215-28.
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and paying attention to social problems such as environmental protection. Moreover, 
according to Inglehart43, economic development tends to contribute to democracy in the 
long term as a consequence of its impact on cultural change towards adoption of western 
institutions.
In another study, Inglehart and his colleagues address development in terms of 
socioeconomic contexts. According to them, socioeconomic development enables the 
people to remove the confinements on their preferences, and helps them to express 
themselves and to have satisfactory living conditions. While the people with increased 
individual resources as a consequence o f socioeconomic development tend to demand for 
democracy or force the office holders for a better functioning democracy, the people of 
countries deprived o f socioeconomic development tend to be ruled by authoritarian 
governments.44
2.2.1. The Critique of the Modernization Theory of Development
There have been several critiques made toward the modernization theory o f 
development.
It is seen that the modernization theory does not give direct consideration to 
poverty in its arguments. Since the modernization theory has been affected by the 
neoliberal economic theories, its theoretical approaches to development have largely been 
through economic growth. Within this context, modernization theory has focused on the 
relationship between income and economic growth. It has hypothesized that there has
43 Ibid.
44 Christian Welzel, Ronald Inglehart, and Hans-Dieter Kligemann, “The Theory o f Human 
Development: A Cross-Cultural Analysis,” European Journal o f  Political Research 42, no. 3 (2003): 341— 
79.
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been an inverted U relationship between economic growth and income inequality which 
is famously known as the Kuznets curve.
Kuznets45 found that countries with lower levels o f development tend to have a 
more equal distribution o f income compared to the countries that have begun to develop 
more. Accordingly, income inequality will first increase in these countries in parallel to 
the increase in income per capita, and then will begin to decrease after a certain average 
income is achieved. (See Figure 1 below)




The hypothetical Kuznets curve is essentially based on the assumed relationship 
between the accumulation o f huge amount o f capital in the hands o f a limited group o f 
people through investments and the wages held down as a consequence o f the flow of 
cheap labor to the invested areas. Modernization theory has, in a sense, tended to
45 Simon Kuznets, “Economic Growth and Income Inequality,” The American Economic Review  
45, no. 1 (1955): 1-28.
46 Ibid.
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consider development in terms o f a relationship between income distribution and 
economic growth. However, as mentioned above, income inequality is not sufficient to 
explain poverty.
According to another approach, poverty has begun to draw the attention of 
modernization theorists in recent decades only after it has been seen as a threat to the 
social and political stability o f developed countries. Sachs contends that it is required to 
end extreme poverty to combat transnational terrorism effectively:
“We need to address the deeper roots o f terrorism in societies that are not part o f 
global prosperity, that are marginalized in the world economy, that are bereft of 
hope that are misused and abused by the rich world, as have been the oil states o f 
the Middle East. The rich world . . .  [needs] to commit its efforts even more to 
economic development than to military strategies.”47
2.3. Alternative Theories of Development
2.3.1. Dependency Theory
Contrary to the above argument o f modernization theory that the underdeveloped 
societies need to cooperate with the developed countries in the fields o f economy, 
military, and culture in order to develop, dependency theorists argued that the global 
capitalist system led by the developed countries has worked at the expense o f the 
underdeveloped countries. According to these theorists, the welfare which occurs in the 
developed countries was based on the exploitation of the underdeveloped countries as a
47 Jeffrey Sachs, The End o f  Poverty: Economic Possibilities fo r  Our Time (New York: Penguin 
Press, 2005).
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consequence o f mainly the economic cooperation and interaction among the developed 
and underdeveloped countries.48
According to Frank49, the underdevelopment o f the Latin American countries in 
particular and developing countries in general did not arise from their institutional 
deficiencies, but arose instead from the extraction o f raw materials; and the draining o f 
the social resources due to their trade with Europe. This consequently led to the loss to 
Europe o f surplus that otherwise could be used for investment and development. 
Therefore, Frank supported the idea o f developing countries staying out o f the global 
capitalist system in order to overcome the exploitation and thereby underdevelopment.50
According to the dependency theorists, within this context, dependence o f poor 
nations on rich nations specifically in trade and investment has led these countries stay 
poor. In other words, dependence has been the main obstacle in front o f the development 
o f the poor nations.51
2.3.2. Marxist Theory
The arguments o f Marxist theory o f development are in some respects similar to 
the arguments o f modernization theory o f development. Both theories address 
development within a historical economic context and think that development evolves 
through a linear path. These being the case, traditional Marxist theories have been
48 Andre G. Frank, “The Development o f Underdevelopment,” Monthly Review  18, no. 1 (1966):
17-31.
49 Ibid.
50 Andre G. Frank, Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin A m erica: Historical Studies o f  
Chile and Brazil (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1969).
51 Christopher Chase-Dunn, “The Effects o f  International Economic Dependence on Development 
and Inequality: A Cross-National Study,” American Sociological Review  40, no. 6 (1975): 720-38.
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Eurocentric in their approaches to development.52 Therefore, underdeveloped countries 
have not been the focus o f Marxist approaches. Consequently, these theories have not 
directly taken into consideration poverty which has been a primary matter o f the 
underdeveloped countries. Moreover, Marxist perspectives have seen capitalism as a 
stage o f development and addressed it in terms o f struggle among classes. Within this 
context, poverty which is primarily related to the individual has not been a direct concern 
o f the Marxist approaches. Instead, development/underdevelopment has, as a whole, been 
the focus o f Marxist theories in similar to the other critiques o f the modernization theory 
of development.53
2.3.3. World Systems Theory
Baran54 applied the arguments o f Marx to the world and thereby launched the 
Neo-Marxist school o f thought. Later, Sweezy55 accompanied him. According to them, 
due to the inability o f the governments to prevent the exploitation o f their poor countries 
by large companies because o f corruption and/or lack of power in these countries, 
capitalism has gained a worldwide monopolistic feature which does not allow 
underdeveloped countries to develop. Baran56 saw the exclusion o f these countries from 
the world capitalist system as a remedy for them to develop. The ideas o f Baran became a 
source o f inspiration for Immanuel Wallerstein to build the world systems theory.
52 R. Peet and E. Hartwick, Theories o f  Development: Contentions, Arguments, Alternatives (The 
Guilford Press, 2009).
53 J.F. Becker, Marxian Political Economy (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1977).
54 Paul A Baran, The Political Economy o f  Growth (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1957).
55 Paul A Baran and Paul Marlor Sweezy, Monopoly Capital; an Essay on the American Economic 
and Social Order (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1966).
56 Baran, The Political Economy o f  Growth.
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As with dependency theory, world systems theory approaches development within 
a global economic system instead o f examining countries at the state level. Apart from 
dependency theory, however, Wallerstein57 identifies three types o f countries in terms of 
their role within the global economic system: “core”, “semi-periphery”, and “periphery”. 
Countries with well-functioning institutions, effective and complex economic systems 
that enable the high accumulation of capital, and sophisticated military power are in the 
“core”. The countries with poor institutions, economic structures based on the production 
o f few items, and weak military power take place in the “periphery”. The countries in the 
“semi periphery” bear features similar to the countries both in the “core” and 
“periphery”.58 However, this is not a static situation for countries. Depending on their 
economic performance, countries can pass from one type to another over time. Contrary 
to the arguments o f the dependency theory, some o f the countries in the “periphery” were 
able to record economic progress in 1970s. However, they were not developed enough to 
be considered within the “core”. Therefore, Wallerstein found it necessary to define these 
countries as “semi-periphery” in his approach.
Unlike the modernization theory and the Marxist theory o f development, world 
systems theory argues that there is no linear path o f development for countries. 
Accordingly, while developed countries make progress in the global economic system, 
the developing and underdeveloped countries lose due to their economic interaction with 
the developed world through the global division o f labor and through multinational
57 Immanuel Maurice Wallerstein, The M odem  World-System; Capitalist Agriculture and the 
Origins o f  the European World-Economy in the Sixteenth Century, vol. Vol. 1, Studies in Social 
Discontinuity (New York: Academic Press, 1974).
58 Christopher Chase-Dunn, Global Formations: Structures o f  the Global Economy (Cambridge, 
UK: Blackwell, 1989).
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corporations acting in the developing and underdeveloped world.59 This eventually led 
the developing and underdeveloped countries to fall into a weak and structurally 
dependent position relative to the developed countries.60
The arguments o f the dependency and world-systems theories o f development 
have basically been put forth as a reaction to the arguments o f the modernization theory 
o f development. In essence, according to these theories, the main reasons for the 
underdevelopment o f countries have been the economic and political relations between 
the underdeveloped and developed countries operating at the expense o f the 
underdeveloped countries. Within this context, dependency and world-systems theorists 
have focused on policies such as import substitution industrialization (ISI) and 
agricultural reforms that would remedy the development o f underdeveloped countries.61
However, Evans62 criticizes the approach o f world system theorists to the global 
economic system. He suggests that the global economic system not only brings some 
restrictions to the developing and underdeveloped countries but also gives them the 
opportunity to reach a different position within the system.
59 Wallerstein, The Modern World-System; Capitalist Agriculture and the Origins o f  the European 
World-Economy in the Sixteenth Century.
60 Daniel Chirot, Social Change in the Twentieth Century (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1977).
61 R. Prebisch, “The Economic Development o f Latin America and Its Principal Problems,” United 
Nations Department o f  Economic Affairs 7, no. Rev 1 (1950): 1-12; H.W. Singer, “The Distribution of 
Gains between Investing and Borrowing Countries,” The American Economic Review  40, no. 2 (1950): 
473-85; Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Enzo Faletto, Dependency and Development in Latin America 
(Los Angeles, Calif.: University o f  California Press, 1979).
62 Peter B. Evans, Embedded Autonomy: States and Industrial Transformation, Princeton 
Paperbacks (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1995).
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Firebaugh’s63 study on the impact o f foreign investments o f the multinational 
corporations in the underdeveloped countries on economic growth supports Evans’ 
argument. Accordingly, the foreign investments o f multinational corporations accelerate 
economic growth in the underdeveloped countries and therefore, multinational 
corporations do not seem to harm underdeveloped countries considerably as the world- 
systems theorists put forward.
In another study, Firebaugh and Beck64 also found that not only the people with 
high income, social, economic, and political privileges and opportunities in poor 
countries, but also the people with low income, benefit from foreign investments.
Furthermore, unlike dependency theorists’ claim, Brenner65 demonstrated that the 
reason for the underdevelopment o f  Eastern Europe from late 1400s to early 1800s was 
not dependence but underdevelopment which led to the emergence o f dependency 
relationship with other territories. Contrary to what Eastern Europe experienced, England 
was able to make economic progress in the same period thanks to the changes it made in 
agriculture. Unlike Eastern Europe, England was able to establish its domestic market for 
the agricultural products. Contrary to the policies in Eastern Europe that allow the 
peasants to have their own lands in 1700s, England supported the landlords to have large 
lands instead o f letting the peasants to have smaller lands. This enabled the landlords in 
England to sell their products profitably at market while the peasants in Eastern Europe 
were satisfied with merely meeting their needs and paying their taxes. Increase in
63 Glenn Firebaugh, “Growth Effects o f  Foreign and Domestic Investment,” American Journal o f  
Sociology 98, no. 1 (1992): 105-30.
64 Glenn Firebaugh and Frank D. Beck, “Does Economic Growth Benefit the Masses? Growth, 
Dependence, and Welfare in the Third World,” American Sociological Review  59, no. 5 (1994): 631-53.
65 Robert Brenner, “Agrarian Class Structure and Economic Development in Pre-Industrial 
Europe,” Past & Present, no. 70 (1976): 30-75.
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population and division of the lands by time led to decrease in the productive power o f 
these peasants. Accumulation of large lands and surplus required for agricultural 
investments in the hands o f quite small numbers o f landlords made it easier for England 
to launch a genuine economic development.
As it is seen, both the dependency and world-system theorists make their 
critiques against the modernization theory o f development in terms of backwardness and 
dependency. However, being a backward and/or dependent country does not give a 
sufficient idea about the level o f poverty in that country. Similar to the modernization 
theory o f development, none of these theories examine how poverty is affected by 
development or underdevelopment. Consequently, it is seen that not poverty in particular 
but development/underdevelopment in general has been the subject o f the modernization 
theory o f development and its critiques.
2.3.4. Statist Theories
Statist development theories are hardly different from the other major theories of 
development mentioned above in terms o f their approaches to poverty. In parallel to the 
increase in the impact o f the conditions o f global economic competition, and expansion 
o f economic globalization in particular, the welfare state concept o f the statist 
development theories has faced restrictions, and been gradually affected by the neoliberal 
economic perspectives.66 As a consequence o f these limitations and theoretical influence, 
statist development theories have, in a sense, neglected poverty, in other words, the 
individual. In this respect, the gradual impracticability o f development economics
66 P. Taylor-Gooby, “Current Developments in the Sociology o f Welfare,” British Journal o f  
Sociology, 1989, 637-56.
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policies in not only the underdeveloped and developing but also in the developed 
countries has influenced the evolution of the statist development approaches at the 
expense o f poverty which directly concerns the individual.67
2.4. Concluding Remarks on Development Theories
The modernization theory o f development and its critiques have tended to 
approach development in terms o f the economic and political relations among countries. 
This has brought a disinterest in poverty that concerns the individual directly. Moreover, 
these theories seem to have been handled either under the shadow o f the then ideological 
approaches struggling with each other, or the historical background of the economic and 
political relationship such as colonialism between developed and developing countries. 
They have been used to legitimize ideologies such as liberalism, communism and 
socialism. Thus, the state has been the entity to which these theories have paid attention 
due to the rivalry between the ideologies. They have particularly examined how 
development or underdevelopment has affected the countries. Although some theories 
such as the dependency theories, to a certain extent, have considered the multinational 
corporations as the entities that have largely benefited from the process o f development, 
they have not addressed how the individual has been affected by development. This has 
led to the neglect o f the individual in developmental approaches. As a natural 
consequence o f this neglect, the poverty that concerns individual directly has also been 
ignored largely in the approaches o f the modernization theory o f development and its 
critiques. In other words, what emerges commonly from the arguments o f the 
modernization theory of development and its critiques is that the conventional unit of
67 D. Lai, The Poverty o f ‘ Development Economics " (The MIT Press, 2000).
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development has not been the individual but the state. Poverty has tended to be 
conceptualized at the societal (aggregate) level, but not at the individual level.
Moreover; the reason why the modernization theory o f development and its 
critiques have ignored poverty lies in their system-level or state-level explanations of 
development. The Marxist and Neo-Marxist theories o f development, for instance, have 
primarily focused on inter-state political and economic relations in general in to explain 
development. This led to the lack o f an understanding o f how system-level 
macroeconomic factors have interacted with state level political and economic factors 
affecting poverty. Although Marxist theories have done a better job than others in 
addressing poverty, they have not been entirely satisfactory since these theories approach 
the issue in terms o f class-based analysis which lost its credibility particularly upon the 
failure o f some of the underdeveloped countries adopting import substitution 
industrialization as an economic development model and the demise o f the Soviet Bloc.
Recent studies regarding the development theories do not even mention the 
position o f poverty in discussions on the definition o f development. It also indicates that 
poverty is considered as a subfield o f development, and is theoretically addressed within 
the framework of development.68
2.5. The Critique of the Earlier Studies
The above theoretical discussions illustrate that modernization theory does not 
pay attention to how processes o f development affects poverty. In a sense, modernization 
theorists may have tended to assume that individuals will in any case benefit from
68 J.N. Pieterse, Development Theory: Deconstructions/reconstructions (Sage Publications Ltd,
2009).
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development in any given society. Consequently, the modernization theory literature has 
focused on development led by economic development in particular, assuming that it 
would eventually reduce poverty. It thereby has failed to consider poverty. Therefore, in 
order to better understand how development affects individuals, it is necessary to look at 
the relationship between poverty and major social, economic, and political factors 
affecting development such as trade openness, income inequality, corruption, military 
expenditures, foreign aid, and population.
Due to some political, social, and economic problems, some individuals in many 
countries have not had the chance to benefit satisfactorily from development, and their 
economic opportunities and positions have worsened. As a consequence o f these 
problems, poverty has continued to be an important economic, social, and political 
problem in many countries even though these countries have recorded considerable 
developmental progress.
This part o f the study examines studies that have, in a sense, tested the arguments 
o f the modernization theory, and discusses the findings o f these studies. This will help to 
understand whether these studies are enough to get an idea o f where the individual stands 
while the countries are considered to be more modernized and developed in terms o f the 
arguments o f the modernization theory.
2.5.1. The Trade -  Poverty Relationship
There have been several theoretical and empirical studies about the impact of 
trade on economic development. There has been a continuous debate among scholars 
about the direction o f causality between economic development and trade. While some o f
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these scholars claim that trade triggers economic development and support their argument 
with empirical findings69, others argue the vice versa.70 The ones who argue that trade 
leads to economic development support their argument with the impact o f markets on the 
economic development and the prosperity o f the nation. Accordingly, in order to be an 
economically developed nation, it is a must to have bigger markets in which trade 
openness plays a prominent role. On the other hand, the ones who see national 
development as a precondition for more trade support their argument with the historical 
development path that states usually follow. Accordingly, any increase in the trade 
volume and capacity o f a nation is related to the evolution o f that nation from an 
agricultural society to industrial and post-industrial society. As far as it is seen, both 
arguments correspond with the arguments o f modernization theory in terms o f the 
relationship between trade and economic development. However, it does not offer any 
explanation about how the interaction between trade and economic development affects 
poverty. At this point, one must look at the studies which examine the relationship 
between trade and poverty.
Birdsall contends that trade triggers economic competition, particularly in goods 
that meet basic needs. Since the poor spend a greater part o f their income to meet their
69 Michael Michaely, “Exports and Growth: An Empirical Investigation,” Journal o f  Development 
Economics 4, no. 1 (1977): 49-53; Bela Balassa, “Exports and Economic Growth: Further Evidence,” 
Journal o f  Development Economics 5, no. 2 (1978): 181-89; William G. Tyler, “Growth and Export 
Expansion in Developing Countries: Some Empirical Evidence,” Journal o f  Development Economics 9, no. 
1 (August 1981): 121-30; Jeffrey A. Frankel and David Romer, “Does Trade Cause Growth?,” American 
Economic Review  89 (1999): 379-99; Douglas A. Irwin and Marko Tervio, “Does Trade Raise Income?: 
Evidence from the Twentieth C e n tu r y Journal o f  International Economics 58, no. 1 (2002): 1-18; Marta 
Noguer and Marc Siscart, “Trade Raises Income: A Precise and Robust Result,” Journal o f  International 
Economics 65, no. 2 (2005): 447-60.
70 Hans Wolfgang Singer, International Development: Growth and Change, McGraw;Hill Series 
in International Development; Variation: McGraw;Hill Series in International Development. (New York, 
McGraw-Hill, 1964).
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basic needs, they benefit more from trade compared to the rich.71 This argument implies a 
relative progress in the purchasing power o f the poor in terms o f basic needs. However, it 
does not tell much about how the absolute income o f the poor is affected by trade.
Birdsall does not address how free trade affects employment levels. Free trade may also 
lead to more unemployment even though the purchasing power o f the poor may increase. 
Increases in purchasing power will not reduce poverty if  unemployment grows for the 
simple reason that the unemployed have no income with which to purchase goods. For 
this reason, a focus on purchasing power may overestimate the reduction in poverty 
arising from free trade, a point that Birdsall seems to miss.
Frankel and Rose posit the existence of a positive causality between trade 
openness and income.72 However, they do not explain whether the causality between 
trade openness and income has an effect on poverty. Here, in other words, the question is 
how the economic surplus gained as a consequence o f trade is distributed. Their study 
also fails to explain how income inequality, a necessary but not sufficient indicator of 
poverty, is affected by the relationship between trade openness and income.
Hassan and Islam examined whether financial development and trade openness 
have played any role in reducing poverty in Bangladesh for the period of 1973-2004.73 
They concluded that there is not a relationship among the variables in the short or long 
term. Consequently, they mentioned that financial development and trade openness has 
no direct effect in reducing poverty in Bangladesh. However, they do find that there is
71 N. Birdsall, “Life Is Unfair: Inequality in the World,” Foreign Policy, 1998, 76-93.
72 Jeffrey Frankel and Andrew Rose, “An Estimate o f the Effect o f Common Currencies on Trade 
and Income,” The Quarterly Journal o f  Economics 117, no. 2 (2002): 437-66.
73 AFM Hassan and M.R. Islam, “Temporal Causality and Dynamics o f  Financial Development, 
Trade Openness, and Economic Growth in Vector Auto Regression (VAR) for Bangladesh, 1974-2003: 
Implication for Poverty Reduction,” Journal o f  Nepalese Business Studies 2, no. 1 (2006): 1-12.
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causality between trade openness and financial development which indirectly reduces 
poverty. For this reason, they argue that further integration o f Bangladesh with the global 
economy through trade openness and financial development would result with some 
achievement in the struggle with poverty.
Lall addresses the impact o f trade on poverty in terms of multinational 
corporations (MNCs).74 He claims that the transfer o f profits from MNCs to their 
countries o f origin through foreign direct investment negatively affects development and 
the poor in the least developed countries. There are also studies focusing on foreign direct 
investments by MNCs in terms o f putting pressure on countries to reduce and/or stop the 
welfare programs toward their poor75, and diminishing employment opportunities for 
unskilled workers in particular,76 which thereby increase poverty and/or worsen the living 
conditions o f the people who are already poor.
Goldsmith views free trade as a tool for developed countries.77 According to him, 
economic development including the expansion of free trade has been a way o f keeping 
developing countries in control through the use o f elite in these countries. Moreover, he 
argues that the policies o f today’s international organizations have served the interests o f 
the developed countries through the use of free trade.
74 S. Lall, “Less-Developed Countries and Private Foreign Direct Investment: A Review Article,” 
World Development 2, no. 4 -5  (1974): 43-48.
75 E.W. Nafziger, The Economics o f  Developing Countries (Prentice Hall, 1990).
76 R.E. Muller, National Economic Growth and Stabilization Policy in the Age o f  Multinational 
Corporations: The Challenge o f  Our Postmarket Economy (Sydney: Transnational Corporations Research 
Project, University o f  Sydney, 1979).
77 E. Goldsmith, “Global Trade and the Environment,” in The Case Against the Global Economy: 
And fo r  a Turn Toward the Local (San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1996), 78-91.
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Likewise, Schulz addresses trade policies o f the developed countries toward some 
o f the African countries that led to deterioration in the terms o f trade o f these countries.78 
Schulz argues that developed countries could have carried out a trade policy which would 
have enabled the studied African countries to increase their export income instead of 
protecting their own producers in the agriculture sector by providing subsidies. In other 
words, Schulz implies that developed countries make and implement trade policies that 
favor their entrepreneurs. Dollar shares similar views with Schulz regarding the trade 
policies o f developed countries toward poor countries.79
Kiely addresses the relationship between poverty and trade in terms of the 
globalization theory which, he thinks, is a “neoliberal version o f modernization theory”.80 
According to him, integration with global economy through trade does not lead to a 
casual relationship or even a correlation with reduction in poverty. He builds his 
argument on the problems of measuring poverty and determining the purchasing power 
parity and good economic performance of some countries such as China and India which 
are more globalized but nonetheless less open to trade.
Kohler, however, argues that globalization has enabled countries to reach 
unexpected prosperity by mobilization of knowledge and labor, and an increase in the 
production capacity o f nations through foreign direct investment.81 Free trade, as a tool of
78 B. Schulz, “Poverty and Development in the Age o f Globalization: The Role o f Foreign Aid,” in 
Poverty Reduction: What Role fo r  the State in Today's Globalized Economy, ed. F. Wilson, N. Kanji, and 
E. Braathen (Cape T ow n: London; New York: N A E P ; Zed Books ; NewYork, 2001), 95-117.
79 Dollar, “Globalization, Poverty, and Inequality since 1980.”
80 Ray Kiely, “Globalization and Poverty, and the Poverty o f  Globalization Theory,” Current 
Sociology 53, no. 6 (2005): 895-914.
81 Horst Kohler, “Investing in Better Globalization,” International Monetary Fund, September 19, 
2002, http://www.imf.org/extemaFnp/speeches/2002/091902.htm.
globalization, provided the opportunity to use resources optimally.82 Aninat contends that 
globalization has consequently helped people to have higher income and better living 
standards in all over the world.83
On the other hand, there are studies which argue that openness to trade negatively 
affects the poor in underdeveloped and developing countries where poverty is 
considerably severe compared to poverty in developed countries.84 These studies, due to 
the difficulty o f achieving comparative advantage and barriers in front o f the mobility o f 
unskilled labor, argue that trade does not have a pro-poor impact in practice.
2.5.2. The Income Inequality -  Poverty Relationship
Wolfensohn et al. found that the unequal distribution of income has led to an 
increase in poverty in Ethiopia although there has been a growth in the country in 1981- 
1995.85 On the contrary, according to the same study, Indonesia was able to keep the 
poverty level at a balance although relatively insufficient growth was observed. In this 
respect, contrary to some approaches which ignore inequality and see it as an inevitable
82 Anne O. Krueger, “Opening Remarks” (Globalization in Historical Perspective, Washington, 
D.C.: IMF Institute, 2002), http://www.imf.org/extemal/np/speeches/2002/081202.htm.
83 Eduardo Aninat, “Surmounting the Challenges o f  Globalization,” Finance & Development, 
March 2002, http://www.imf.org/extemal/pubs/ft/fandd/2002/03/aninat.htm.
84 Donald R. Davis and Prachi Mishra, “Stolper-Samuelson Is Dead And Other Crimes o f  Both 
Theory and Data,” in Globalization and Poverty (Chicago, IL: University o f Chicago Press, 2007), 87-108; 
Petia Topalova, “Trade Liberalization, Poverty, and Inequality Evidence from Indian Districts,” in 
Globalization and Poverty (Chicago, IL: University o f  Chicago Press, 2007), 291-336; Chor-ching Goh 
and Beata S. Javorcik, “Trade Protection and Industry Wage Structure in Poland,” in Globalization and 
Poverty (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2007), 337-72.
85 J.D. Wolfensohn et al., Development and Poverty Reduction: Looking Back, Looking Ahead 
(World Bank, 2004).
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stage o f growth,86 the study argues that more attention should be paid to the problem of 
the unequal distribution of income in the reduction o f poverty.
Another study relates the increase in poverty to the economic structures and the 
high level o f inequality in Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, 
and Sri Lanka even though there has been growth in their economies during the period 
examined. According to this study, another explanation for the increase in poverty in 
spite o f growth relates to the interaction between capital markets and investment 
preferences. Accordingly, investments in the capital-intensive areas rather than labor for 
production lead to higher rates o f unemployment. Moreover, the inclusion of 
technological changes and innovations to the labor-intensive areas deteriorate the 
conditions o f people that depend on labor. Therefore, governmental attempts to distribute 
income through some policies do not serve effectively the interests o f economically 
disadvantageous groups.87
2.5.3. The Corruption -  Poverty Relationship
Corruption appears in the literature as another factor affecting poverty. It can be 
considered as an outcome o f the political, social, or economic structures that may vary 
from one country to another.88 The rulers o f countries where there is a high level of 
corruption keep the people from enjoying their rights; design the political and economic 
structure in favor o f themselves; and lead people to stay poor and conform to traditional
86 Kuznets, “Economic Growth and Income Inequality.”
87 K. Griffin and A. R Khan, “Poverty in the Third World: Ugly Facts and Fancy Models,” World 
Development 6, no. 3 (1978): 295-304.
88 P. Mauro, “Corruption and Growth,” The Quarterly Journal o f  Economics 110, no. 3 (1995): 
681-712.
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values such as absolute obedience which limit the autonomy o f the human being.89 Mauro 
talks about empirical evidence illustrating that corruption decreases economic growth and 
feeds poverty by time.90 Similarly, Gupta et al. found that there is a positive relationship 
between corruption and poverty.91 Their findings were statistically significant.
Trade, which is one of the engines o f the economic growth, is considerably 
affected by corruption. Corruption at the ports o f some countries leads to an increase in 
the price o f  the export goods o f  those countries and make them unattractive to be 
purchased by other countries. Consequently, it results in a decrease in export and 
economic growth respectively.92
The study o f Ravallion and Chen seems to support this argument.93 They found 
that there is a positive relationship between corruption and poverty. However, according 
to them, corruption leads to an increase in poverty not by itself but indirectly by leading 
to a decrease in economic growth. Ravallion argues the existence o f a similar 
relationship between corruption and poverty through the impact of corruption on income 
inequality.94 Accordingly, corruption exacerbates income inequality, and thereby 
increases poverty. The findings o f Chetwynd et al.95 support the arguments o f Ravallion
89 Patrick Heller, “Degrees o f Democracy: Some Comparative Lessons from India,” World Politics 
52, no. 04 (2000): 484-519.
90 P. Mauro, “Corruption: Causes, Consequences, and Agenda for Further Research,” Finance and 
Development 35 (1998): 11-14.
91 S. Gupta, H. Davoodi, and R. Alonso-Terme, “Does Corruption Affect Income Inequality and 
Poverty?,” Economics o f  Governance 3, no. 1 (2002): 23—45.
92 Dollar, “Globalization, Poverty, and Inequality since 1980.”
93 Martin Ravallion and Shaohua Chen, “What Can New Survey Data Tell Us about Recent 
Changes in Distribution and Poverty?,” The World Bank Economic Review  11, no. 2 (1997): 357-82.
94 M. Ravallion, “Can High-Inequality Developing Countries Escape Absolute Poverty?,” 
Economics Letters 56, no. 1 (1997): 51-57.
95 E. Chetwynd, F. Chetwynd, and B. Spector, “Corruption and Poverty: A Review o f Recent 
Literature,” Washington, DC: Management Systems International, 2003.
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and Chen.96 Chetwynd et al. contend that there is no direct relationship between 
corruption and poverty.97 They argue that corruption leads to the emergence of poverty 
through its impact on the economic factors.
2.5.4. The Military Expenditure -  Poverty Relationship
Many studies have focused on the impact o f military expenditures on economic 
growth. Depending on the type o f methodology used, some o f these studies98 have found 
a negative relationship between military expenditure and economic growth, while some 
others99 have found a positive relationship. Yet few if any o f these studies examine the 
relationship between military expenditure and poverty. Frederiksen and Looney make a 
distinction between rich and poor countries about the impact o f the military expenditure 
on economic growth.100 Their study shows that there is a negative relationship between 
military expenditures and economic growth in poor countries while this relationship has a 
positive direction in the countries with relatively better financial resources. This being the
96 Ravallion and Chen, “What Can New Survey Data Tell Us about Recent Changes in 
Distribution and Poverty?”
97 Chetwynd, Chetwynd, and Spector, “Corruption and Poverty.”
98 Saadet Deger and Ron Smith, “Military Expenditure and Growth in Less Developed Countries,” 
The Journal o f  Conflict Resolution 27, no. 2 (1983): 335-53; R. Faini, P. Annez, and L. Taylor, “Defense 
Spending, Economic Structure, and Growth: Evidence among Countries and over Time,” Economic 
Development and Cultural Change 32, no. 3 (1984): 487-98; K. Gyimah-Brempong, “Defense Spending 
and Economic Growth in Subsaharan Africa: An Econometric Investigation,” Journal o f  Peace Research 
26, no. 1 (1989): 79; Thomas Scheetz, “The Macroeconomic Impact o f Defence Expenditures: Some 
Econometric Evidence for Argentina, Chile, Paraguay and Peru,” Defence Economics 3 (1991): 65-81; N. 
Mohammed, “Military Expenditure in Sub-Saharan Africa: A Comparative Analysis and Case Study o f the 
Sudan’,” Unpublished PhD Dissertation, University o f  Cambridge, 1992; M. Knight, N. Loayza, and D. 
Villanueva, “The Peace Dividend: Military Spending Cuts and Economic Growth,” World Bank Policy 
Research Working Paper No. 1577, 1996; United Nations General Assembly, “The Relationship between 
Disarmament and Development in the Current International Context,” Fifty-Ninth Session (New York: 
United Nations, June 23, 2004), http://daccess-dds-
ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N04/402/50/PDF/N0440250.pdf?OpenElement.
99 Earl A. Thompson, “Taxation and National Defense.,” Journal o f  Political Economy 82, no. 4 
(August 7, 1974): 755-82; Emile Benoit, “Growth and Defense in Developing Countries,” Economic 
Development and Cultural Change 26, no. 2 (1978): 271-80; William J. Dixon and Bruce E. Moon, “The 
Military Burden and Basic Human Needs,” Journal o f  Conflict Resolution 30, no. 4 (1986): 660-84.
100 P.C. Frederiksen and R.E. Looney, “Defense Expenditures and Economic Growth in 
Developing Countries,” Armed Forces and Society 9, no. 4 (1983): 633—45.
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case, there are scholars who have not found any significant relationship between military 
expenditures and economic growth.101 Poor people are assumed to benefit from economic 
growth. These studies, however, do not say anything about whether military expenditure 
affects poverty through its impact on economic growth.
On the other hand, Henderson reaches two different conclusions about the impact 
o f military expenditure on poverty in the United States in a study that examines the 
period 1959-1992.102 While the study finds there is a negative relationship between 
military expenditure and poverty during wartime, the direction o f this relationship is 
positive during peacetime for the concerning period.
There are few empirical studies exploring the relationship between military 
expenditure and poverty directly. However, there have been authors who have mentioned 
the negative impact o f military spending on meeting the basic needs o f a society. Mahbul 
U1 Haq, for instance, stresses this fact for Pakistan following the war between Pakistan 
and India in 1965.103 Dabelko and McCormick find that defense expenditure in 
developing countries has led to decrease in the financial resources devoted to education 
and health in 1950s and 1960s in these countries.104 Similarly, Smith points to the high
101 B. Biswas and R. Ram, “Military Expenditures and Economic Growth in Less Developed 
Countries: An Augmented Model and Further Evidence,” Economic Development and Cultural Change 34, 
no. 2 (1986): 361-72; J. Paul Dunne, “The Economic Effects o f Military Expenditure in Developing 
Countries,” Economic Group, Middlesex University Business School, 2000, 1-29.
102 Errol A. Henderson, “Military Spending and Poverty,” Journal o f  Politics 60, no. 2 (1998):
503-20.
103 Mahbub ul Haq, The Poverty Curtain: Choices fo r  the Third World (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1976).
104 David Dabelko and James M. McCormick, “Opportunity Costs of Defense: Some Cross- 
National Evidence,” Journal o f  Peace Research 14, no. 2 (1977): 145-54.
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levels o f military spending of developing countries that led to considerable curtailment on 
social spending including health services, education, and the alleviation o f poverty.105
2.5.5. The Foreign Aid -  Poverty Relationship
Hess concludes in his study that foreign aid is ineffective in poverty reduction in 
terms of the countries he studied.106 Likewise, Goldsmith attributes to the uselessness of 
foreign aid that is supposed to remedy poverty in the developing countries.107 Schulz108, 
in parallel to Goldsmith’s109 argument, suggests that foreign aid does not provide any 
solution to poverty in the African countries which he examines in his study. Dollar, 
however, argues that foreign aid could be a better solution for the countries where trade 
cannot be an efficient solution to poverty reduction due to, in particular, the location of 
those countries which makes trade costly.110 On the other hand, there are empirical 
studies arguing that economic aid is effective in diminishing poverty if  the proper 
policies are implemented.111 Hess, at this point, agrees with these studies.112
Bryant and Kappaz argue that poverty is not a problem o f developing countries 
but a problem of the world.113 They see official development assistance as one o f the 
remedies to alleviate poverty. In this sense, they point to the necessity o f steps that are
105 Brian C. Smith, Understanding Third World Politics: Theories o f  Political Change and 
Development (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2003).
106 P. Hess, “The Military Burden, Economic Growth, and the Human Suffering Index: Evidence 
from the LDGs,” Cambridge Journal o f  Economics 13, no. 4 (1989): 497.
107 Goldsmith, “Global Trade and the Environment.”
108 Schulz, “Poverty and Development in the Age o f  Globalization.”
109 Goldsmith, “Global Trade and the Environment.”
110 Dollar, “Globalization, Poverty, and Inequality since 1980.”
111 Craig Burnside and David Dollar, “Aid, Policies, and Growth,” The American Economic 
Review  90, no. 4 (2000): 847-68; P. Collier and D. Dollar, “Aid Allocation and Poverty Reduction,” 
European Economic Review  46, no. 8 (2002): 1475-1500; P. Mosley, J. Hudson, and A. Verschoor, “Aid, 
Poverty Reduction and the ‘New Conditionality,’” The Economic Journal 114, no. 496 (2004): 217-43.
112 Hess, “The Military Burden, Economic Growth, and the Human Suffering Index.”
113 C. Bryant and C. Kappaz, Reducing Poverty, Building Peace (Bloomfield, CT: Kumarian 
Press, 2005).
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going to be taken by developed countries at first to reduce poverty in developing 
countries. Moreover, they emphasize the changing feature o f poverty. According to them, 
poverty has become a global issue which not only affects the country where it arises but 
also affects the other countries in the world.
2.5.6. The Population -  Poverty Relationship
Population is considered as another prominent factor in the literature to explain 
the course o f poverty in countries. Some scholars argue that any increase in population 
leads to higher level o f poverty or vice versa in a given society due to the necessity of 
sharing resources which are already limited.114 Sachs, for one, sees high population 
growth as a prominent poverty trap impeding the accumulation o f capital.115 A second 
group o f scholars contend, however, that poverty has nothing to do with an increase in 
population but with the unequal distribution o f income or misuse of resources.116 A third 
group of scholars claims that an increase in population leads to a higher level o f poverty 
depending on some factors such as inexistence o f sufficient employment opportunities or 
inadequate social facilities.117 Therefore, the scholars in this group argue that countries
114 Paul Harrison, Inside the Third World: The Anatomy o f  Poverty (Sussex, [Eng.]: Harvester 
Press, 1980); Gerry Rodgers, Poverty and Population: Approaches and Evidence (Geneva: International 
Labour Office, 1984); James A. Brander and Steve Dowrick, “The Role o f  Fertility and Population in 
Economic Growth,” Journal o f  Population Economics 7, no. 1 (1994): 1-25; Francois Bourguignon, “The 
Distributional Effects o f  Growth: Micro vs. Macro Approaches,” Delta and World Bank, Paris, 2001, 1-22.
115 Sachs, The End o f  Poverty.
116 William W. Murdoch, The Poverty o f  Nations: The Political Economy o f  Hunger and 
Population (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980); Ibrahim F. Akoum, “Globalization,
Growth, and Poverty: The Missing Link,” International Journal o f  Social Economics 35, no. 4 (2008): 
226-38.
117 Robert Eastwood and Michael Lipton, “Pro-Poor Growth and Pro-Growth Poverty Reduction: 
Meaning, Evidence, and Policy Implications,” Asian Development Review  18, no. 2 (2002): 22-58; David 
de la Croix and Matthias Doepke, “Inequality and Growth: Why Differential Fertility Matters,” The 
American Economic Review  93, no. 4 (2003): 1091-1113.
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deprived o f adequate economic and social means should follow policies to have lower 
fertility rates in order to reduce poverty.
The above empirical studies and many others not mentioned here have examined 
only some o f the causes o f poverty and have not therefore, explained it holistically. 
Consequently, several prominent components o f development need to be combined to 
explain the phenomena o f poverty which constitutes one o f the major indicators of 
development. This study aims to contribute to the development literature by filling this 
gap in the field. Within this context, the following chapter explains how this study 
handles the issue methodologically in order to achieve its aim.
It is seen above that existing studies are biased in favor o f state-level explanations 
in terms o f the selection o f the unit o f observation. These studies have tended to focus 
largely on poverty in poor countries, but they do not pay much attention to growing 
poverty in rich countries as well. Furthermore, these studies tend to ignore the system- 
level explanations for poverty and far from explaining it under the light o f the 
combination o f system-level and state-level factors that may affect poverty 
simultaneously within a certain period o f time.
2.6. Research Question and Hypotheses
Based on the above critique o f the modernization theory of development and the 
earlier studies that tested the arguments o f the theory, I develop a research question and 
six corresponding hypotheses. The research question and the corresponding hypotheses 
are as follows:
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Research Question: To what extent have major economic, social, and political 
factors such as corruption, income inequality, military expenditures, trade openness, 
foreign aid, and population affected poverty in countries over time?
Hypotheses:
Hi: A country with more corruption is more likely to have a higher level of 
poverty than a country with low levels o f corruption.
This hypothesis derives from the modernization theory. As discussed above, the 
modernization theory explains the backwardness in underdeveloped societies with the 
traditional social, political, and economic structures o f these societies. As a consequence 
of the traditional relations based on family, village, tribal, or political loyalty, a high 
office holder is supposed to distribute the economic surplus, vacancies in the government 
among his relatives and, political supporters. This leads to the accumulation o f economic 
and/or political power in the hands o f certain relative or political groups but at the 
expense o f the masses.118 Myrdal, for instance, sees corruption as an outcome of 
“remnants o f a pre-capitalist traditional society”.119 Hoselitz, another modernization 
theorist, argues that the irrational norms of traditional societies feed corruption.120
H2 : Countries with more income inequality are more likely to have a higher level 
o f poverty than countries with lower levels o f income inequality.
118 M. McMullan, “A Theory o f Corruption Based on a Consideration o f Corruption in the Public 
Services and Governments o f British Colonies and Ex-Colonies in West Africa.,” The Sociological Review  
9, no. 2 (1961): 181-201.
119 Gunnar Myrdal, “Corruption as a Hindrance to Modernization in South Asia,” in Political 
Corruption: Concepts & Contexts, 3rd ed. (New Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction Publishers, 2002), 265-79.
120 Bert F. Hoselitz, “Levels o f  Economic Performance and Bureaucratic Structures,” in 
Bureaucracy and Political Development (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1963), 168-98.
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This hypothesis derives from the dependency theory. According to the 
dependency theorists121, the rise o f income inequality within an underdeveloped country 
(in the periphery) is hidden in the relationship between the core states, multinational 
corporations and ruling elites in the periphery. The course o f the relationship between the 
core and the ruling groups of the periphery leads to increase in the income inequality by 
raising the incomes of these groups at the expense o f the wages o f workers. The alliance 
o f the ruling groups in the periphery with the core states enables elites to suppress the 
demands o f the workers in the periphery for higher wages and re-distribution o f income 
and public resources under pressure. This results in greater inequalities in the periphery 
over time and distorts poverty.
H3: Countries that are more open to trade likely will have lower levels of poverty 
than countries that are less open to trade.
This hypothesis derives from the studies discussed earlier in this chapter which 
contend the existence of a negative relationship between openness to trade and poverty. 
Furthermore, as a support to these studies, some perspectives suggest that unskilled labor 
in developing and underdeveloped countries will benefit from openness to trade.122 
Within this context, these perspectives claim the implementation o f pro-poor trade 
policies in developed and underdeveloped countries assuming that these countries will 
have a comparative advantage in the goods produced by using unskilled labor.
121 Johan Galtung, “A Structural Theory o f Imperialism,” Journal o f  Peace Research 8, no. 2 
(1971): 81-117; Teresa Hayter, Aid as Imperialism, Pelican Books (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1971); 
Osvaldo Sunkel and Cherita Girvan, “Transnational Capitalism and National Disintegration in Latin 
America,” Social and Economic Studies 22, no. 1 (1973): 132-76.
122 Anne O. Krueger, Trade and Employment in Developing Countries, 3: Synthesis and 
Conclusions (Chicago; London: University o f  Chicago Press, 1983); Jagdish Bhagwati and T. N. 
Srinivasan, “Trade and Poverty in the Poor Countries,” The American Economic Review  92, no. 2 (2002): 
180-83.
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H4 : Countries with high levels o f growth likely will have higher levels o f poverty 
than countries with lower levels o f population growth.
This hypothesis derives from the Neo-Malthusian theory o f poverty inspired from 
the writings o f Thomas Robert Malthus.123 Neo-Malthusian authors124 argue that 
increases in fertility tend to diminish per capita income and the quality o f living standards 
based on the assumption that the ecological capacity o f the world would be insufficient to 
meet the needs o f the human population of which is expected to be 8.3 billion by about
2030.125 There are studies supporting this argument in terms of the impact o f population 
growth on per capita income.126
H5 : Countries that receive more foreign aid likely will have higher levels o f  
poverty than countries that receive less foreign aid.
This hypothesis derives from the literature and the modernization theory. There 
are several studies in the literature showing that foreign aid has either no or negative
123 Thomas R. Malthus and Philip Appleman, An Essay on the Principle o f  Population: Text, 
Sources and Background, Criticism, 1st ed, A Norton Critical Edition (New York: Norton, 1976).
124 William Paddock and Paul Paddock, Famine, 1975! America's Decision: Who Will Survive?,
1st ed. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1967); Paul R. Ehrlich, The Population Bomb (New York: Ballantine Books, 
1968); Donella H. Meadows, The Limits to Growth (New York: Universe Books, 1972); Albert A. Bartlett, 
“The Exponential Function, XI: The New Flat Earth Society,” The Physics Teacher 34, no. 6 (1996): 342- 
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125 Population Institute, “2030: The ‘Perfect Storm’ Scenario,” n.d., 
https://www.populationinstitute.org/extemal/files/reports/The Perfect Storm Scenario_for_2030.pdf.
126 Ansley J. Coale and Edgar Malone Hoover, Population Growth and Economic Development in 
Low-Income Countries; a Case Study o f  India's Prospects (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 
1958); Tim Hazledine and R. Scott Moreland, “Population and Economic Growth: A World Cross-Section 
Study,” The Review o f  Economics and Statistics, 1977, 253-63; Geoffrey McNicoll, “Consequences o f 
Rapid Population Growth: An Overview and Assessment,” Population and Development Review  10, no. 2 
(1984): 177-240; David E. Bloom and Richard B. Freeman, “The Effects o f  Rapid Population Growth on 
Labor Supply and Employment in Developing Countries,” Population and Development Review  12, no. 3 
(1986): 381-414.
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effect on poverty or indicators affecting poverty indirectly.127 As Peter Bauer, a 
prominent figure in development economics, says it “Development aid, far from being 
necessary to rescue poor societies from a vicious circle o f poverty, is far more likely to 
keep them in that state.” 128 Leeson relates ineffectiveness o f the foreign aid in reducing 
poverty to the lack o f strong institutions and good governance in many developing and 
underdeveloped countries.129 Leeson’s above assessment, at this point, corresponds to 
modernization theory relating the backwardness o f the developing and underdeveloped 
countries to the internal political, economic, and social structures in these countries.
H6: Countries with higher levels o f military expenditure likely will have higher 
levels o f poverty than will countries with lower levels o f military expenditure.
This hypothesis derives from the studies discussed earlier that argue the existence 
o f a negative relationship between military expenditure and economic growth and 
poverty, and from the institutionalist approach.130 According to this approach, military 
expenditure can result in the emergence and growth o f a strong interest group including 
some people, companies and institutions that benefit from it. This group puts pressure on
127 Peter Boone, “Politics and the Effectiveness of Foreign Aid,” European Economic Review  40, 
no. 2 (1996): 289-329; Jakob Svensson, “Aid, Growth and Democracy,” Economics And Politics 11, no. 3 
(1999): 275-97; Stephen Knack, “Aid Dependence and the Quality o f Governance: Cross-Country 
Empirical Tests,” Southern Economic Journal 68, no. 2 (2001): 310-29; Harold J. Brumm, “Aid, Policies, 
and Growth: Bauer Was Right.,” Cato Journal 23, no. 2 (2003): 167-74; Tomi Ovaska, “The Failure o f 
Development Aid,” Cato Journal 23, no. 2 (2003): 189-98; William Easterly, Ross Levine, and David 
Roodman, “Aid, Policies, and Growth: Comment,” The American Economic Review  94, no. 3 (2004): 774- 
80; William Easterly, The White M an's Burden: Why the West's Efforts to A id  the Rest Have Done so Much 
III and so Little Good (New York: Penguin Press, 2006); Simeon Djankov, Jose G. Montalvo, and Marta 
Reynal-Querol, “Does Foreign Aid Help?,” CATO Journal 26, no. 1 (2006): 1-28; Benjamin Powell and 
Matt E. Ryan, “Does Development Aid Lead to Economic Freedom?,” Journal o f  Private Enterprise 22, 
no. 1 (Fall 2006): 1-21.
128 Peter T. Bauer, From Subsistence to Exchange and Other Essays, New Forum Books 
(Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 2000).
129 Peter T. Leeson, “Escaping Poverty: Foreign Aid, Private Property, and Economic 
Development,” Journal o f  Private Enterprise 23, no. 2 (Spring 2008): 39-64.
130 Ron P. Smith, “Military Expenditure and Capitalism,” Cambridge Journal o f  Economics 1, no.
1 (1977): 61-76.
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the government to increase military expenditure even in the absence o f any substantial 
threat that will make these spending legitimate. Such political advocacy consequently 
leads to the allocation o f considerable amount o f resources to a non-productive field at 
the expense o f the other people for whom these resources would be used otherwise. 
Hypothetically, this could increase poverty.
2.7. Conclusion
This study aims to combine in a single model some major economic, social, and 
political factors that affect development including, trade openness, income inequality, 
military expenditures, foreign aid, corruption, and population. As this chapter has 
illustrated, few studies if  any account for the many factors that confound the relationship 
between development and poverty. In the light o f the discussions in the literature review 
presented in this chapter, these factors are considered to have an impact on poverty. This 
study seeks to find what impact, if  any, they have on poverty over time. By doing so, the 
study will test the arguments o f the modernization theory of development in terms of 




This chapter has four goals: First, it will describe the research design the study 
uses to test the hypotheses developed and articulated in chapter 2; Second, it will identify 
operational measures o f the dependent, independent and control variables used in this 
study and from the sources o f the data it uses for the measures; Third the chapter will 
explain the statistical methods used to test hypotheses and the assumptions o f these tests. 
Finally, the chapter will speak of some statistical issues that need to be taken into 
consideration, in particular concerning the methods o f estimation used to test the 
hypotheses from chapter 2.
3.1. Research Design
3.1.1. Sample Selection
This study employs a cross-sectional time series design to answer the research 
question posed in Chapter 2. It aims to include as many countries as possible to avoid any 
sample selection bias. The countries with no data or with many missing data for any 
variable, and the countries which have not been independent since 1995 were excluded. 
Finally, a total o f 135 countries were chosen for this study.
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Table 1 below lists the UN member states included in the study.
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There are 58 UN member states that were excluded from the study. Montenegro, 
Serbia, South Sudan and Timor-Leste are the UN member states which were excluded 
from the study because they were not independent states during the whole period of 
1995-2011 that this study takes into consideration. The lack o f available data for at least 
one measure led to the exclusion of the remaining 54 UN member states. Table 2 below
lists these countries and indicates the variables with a tick sign (S )  for which the relevant 
state does not have at least one datum in 1995-2011.
Table 2. List of the Countries Excluded from the Study
No Country Name
Variable No
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 Afghanistan ✓ ✓
2 Andorra ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
3 Antigua and Barbuda ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
4 Bahamas ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
5 Bahrain S ✓
6 Barbados ✓ V ✓
7 Bhutan ✓
8 Brunei Darussalam ✓ ✓
9 Comoros ✓
10 Cuba ✓ ✓
11 Cyprus ✓ ✓
12 Dominica S s
13 Equatorial Guinea ✓ V
14 Eritrea ✓ ✓
15 Grenada ✓ ✓
16 Kiribati ✓ ✓ V
17 Korea, Dem. Rep. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
18 Korea, Rep. ✓ ✓
19 Kuwait ✓ ✓
20 Lebanon ✓ ✓
21 Libya ✓ ✓
22 Liechtenstein ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
23 Luxembourg ✓ ✓ ✓
24 Maldives ✓
25 Malta ✓ ✓
26 Marshall Islands ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
27 Micronesia, Fed. Sts. ✓ ✓ ✓
(1) T le tick sign (^ )  indicates that the country las no datum for that
variable in 1995-2011.
(2) The variable number corresponds to the following variables:
1- poverty, 2- corruption, 3- foreign aid received, 4- income inequality 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7
28 Monaco ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ V ✓
29 Mongolia ✓
30 Myanmar ✓ ✓ S
31 Nauru ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ s ✓
32 New Zealand ✓ ✓ ✓
33 Oman ✓ S
34 Palau ✓ ✓ S s
35 Portugal ✓ ✓ ✓
36 Qatar ✓ ✓
37 Saint Kitts and Nevis ✓ ✓ S s
38 Saint Lucia V
39 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines ✓ ✓ ✓
40 Samoa ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
41 San Marino ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
42 Sao Tome and Principe ✓
43 Saudi Arabia ✓ ✓
44 Singapore V ✓
45 Solomon Islands S ✓ ✓
46 Somalia ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
47 Suriname ✓ ✓
48 Tonga ✓ ✓ ✓
49 Trinidad and Tobago ✓ ✓ ✓
50 Tuvalu ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
51 United Arab Emirates ✓ ✓
52 Uzbekistan ✓
53 Vanuatu ✓ ✓ ✓
54 Zimbabwe ✓ ✓
(1) The tick sign (*0 indicates that the country has no datum for that 
variable in 1995-2011.
(2) The variable number corresponds to the following variables:
1- poverty, 2- corruption, 3- foreign aid received, 4- income inequality 
5- military expenditure, 6- population growth, 7- trade openness
Consequently, the study covers approximately 70 percent o f the 193 member 
states o f the United Nations.1 The study selected seventeen years from 1995 to 2011
1 “Member States o f  the United Nations.,” accessed September 6, 2013, 
http://www.un.org/en/members/index.shtml.
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inclusive for each country. Therefore, the unit o f observation o f this study is a country- 
year.
3.1.2. Model Specifications
The study uses cross-sectional time-series data to study the relationship between 
the dependent variable o f poverty and the independent variables: trade openness, income 
inequality, military expenditure, foreign aid, corruption, and population. The level o f 
development -underdeveloped, developing or a developed country- is a control variable 
in this study. To examine these relationships, the study uses either fixed effects or 
random effects according to the relevant statistical tests. In general, fixed effects and 
random effects models control for panel heteroskedasticity, a violation o f classic ordinary 
least squares estimation that occurs commonly in cross-sectional data. Specifically, the 
study tests the model specified below:
Povertyit = a  + picorruption,t + P2foreign aidit + Pjincome inequality* + P4military 
expenditure^ + Pspopulation growths + P6trade opennessit + P?underdeveloped + 
Pi^developing + £it
The operational definitions o f the dependent variable and independent variables 
used in this study are as follows:
3.2. Dependent Variable
3.2.1. Poverty
The measurement o f poverty continues to be one o f the central debates among 
researchers and scholars in the development and economics literature. Several measures
of poverty have been used in comparative and unique case studies. Data availability and 
an internationally acceptable measure o f poverty have been the prominent concerns for 
the scholars and researchers in these studies. In this respect, it has been inevitable for any 
measurement o f poverty to be considered as problematic for one reason or another.
Keeping this fact in mind, this study defines poverty operationally in terms o f a 
measure o f basic needs.2 Accordingly, the study defines poverty as the “population below 
$2 a day is the percentage o f the population living on less than $2.00 a day at 2005 
international prices.”3 “Data are based on primary household survey data obtained from 
government statistical agencies and World Bank country departments. Data for high- 
income economies are from the Luxembourg Income Study database”.4 Data on poverty 
was taken from the World Bank’s website.5
Below, Figure 2 shows that poverty continues to decrease moderately in years in 
general in all groups o f countries. However, compared to high-income and upper-middle 
income countries, poverty levels in lower-middle income and low-income countries are 
considerably higher.
2 The World Bank, “Poverty Headcount Ratio at $2 a Day (PPP) (% o f Population),” accessed 
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Undoubtedly, the use o f the basic needs measure here, the poverty headcount 
ratio, to measure poverty has some problems. Because it is based on the estimation of 
monetary income, it does not take into account the quality o f living conditions. Therefore, 
some o f the past studies have used nonmonetary measures as proxies for poverty 
including birth rate; infant mortality; literacy; school enrollment; life expectancy; 
availability o f safe water and medical services; and caloric intake to measure poverty.6 
Moreover, the headcount ratio pays attention not to how severe poverty is and how it 
changes below the poverty line, but instead to the total number o f the people. Although 
all o f the poor people are not equally poor, the headcount ratio assumes that they are all 
equally poor.7 This is somewhat o f a strong assumption. Despite these criticisms and not 
being ideal for making comparisons among countries, this study considers the basic needs 
measure as the most usable tool to measure poverty at the country level simply because 
o f the availability and reliability o f poverty data.
3.3. Independent Variables
3.3.1. Corruption
The data on corruption were taken from Transparency International’s (TI) 
website.8 The Corruption Perception Index ranges between 0 and 10. A value of 10 
represents a country that is completely free from corruption while 0 represents a totally
6 Mohamed Ayadi et al., “Poverty and Inequality in Tunisia: A Non-Monetary Approach,” 
Scholarly Paper (Rochester, NY: Social Science Research Network, 2007), 
http://papers.ssm.com/abstract=l 348708.
7 Olatomide W. Olowa, “Concept, Measurement and Causes o f Poverty: Nigeria in Perspective,” 
American Journal o f  Economics 2, no. 1 (2012): 25-36.
8 Transparency International, “TI Corruption Perception Index,” Transparency International, 
accessed September 6, 2013, http://www.transparency.org/research/cpi/overview.
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corrupt country.9 The Corruption Perception Index is abbreviated as Cl (Corruption 
Index) in order to prevent any confusion with Consumer Price Index which has the same 
abbreviation.
The Cl is a composite index which is comprised o f comparing several sources 
such as the Freedom House, World Economic Forum, and the Economist Intelligence 
Unit. These sources are mostly built through surveying business circles and referring to 
the knowledge of country experts. The builders o f the Cl require certain criteria to be met 
for the inclusion o f a source within the Cl pool. Accordingly, the source should compare 
countries and make a ranking in terms o f overall corruption level. These sources are then 
analyzed based on the methodology developed by the TI and turned into a single 
composite score. The index does not make any distinction between political and 
administrative the types o f corruption.10 In short, Cl develops a ranking scale o f countries 
in terms of overall corruption level by pooling data from credible sources, analyzing the 
data based on a certain methodology and creating a single score for each country.
Below, Figure 3 shows that high-income countries have considerably greater 
corruption scores (presence of less corruption) compared to upper-middle-income, lower- 
middle-income, and low-income countries. Likewise, upper-middle income countries 
have greater but slightly different corruption scores compared to lower-middle-income 
and low-income countries.
9 Ibid.
10 Johann G raf Lambsdorff, “The Methodology o f the Corruption Perceptions Index 2007,” 
September 2007, http://www.icgg.org/downloads/CPI 2007 Methodology.pdf.
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Several scholars have criticized the Cl. Some o f these criticisms concern the 
measurement and methodology used to construct the index. Knack for example claims 
that corruption is a multidimensional and complex phenomenon which makes it hard to 
create composite indexes, such as Cl, by aggregating several sources each o f which 
focuses a different aspect o f corruption." Knack also claims that the scores created for 
each country might be affected by a different source, which makes it harder to make 
comparisons among countries akin to one another. Moreover, several o f the measures 
within the composite index may affect each other. This raises doubts in terms o f the 
independence of the measures; if  they are not independent, correlations among 
components may exaggerate the level o f transparency or understate the degree of 
corruption. Similarly, Kurtz and Schrank criticize the C l’s use o f good governance 
indicators that may suffer from a number o f biases.12 First, to measure good governance 
TI relies on the opinions o f business elites who may put their own interests in the first 
place while making evaluations o f countries. Moreover, those who TI surveyed are the 
“winners” o f the market who might be successful by taking advantage o f the corrupt or 
malfunctioning domains o f the system. Such respondents may have strong incentives to 
under-report the level o f corruption in a given country. In addition to that, the perceptions 
o f people answering surveys might be affected from cultural differences because what 
type o f behavior is accepted as corrupt varies across cultures. Finally, the recent 
performance o f a government on unrelated economic or social domains might affect the 
opinions o f the evaluator in other domains such as corruption. A country which
11 Stephen Knack, “Measuring Corruption: A Critique o f Indicators in Eastern Europe and Central 
Asia ’'Journal o f  Public Policy 27, no. 3 (2007): 255-91.
12 Marcus J. Kurtz and Andrew Schrank, “Growth and Governance: Models, Measures, and 
Mechanisms,” Journal o f  Politics 69, no. 2 (2007): 538-54.
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accelerates economic growth, for example, might be considered less corrupt and vice 
versa. De Maria raises similar criticisms specifically of the C l.13 According to De Maria, 
the Cl measures the perceptions o f corruption which is different from actual corruption. 
Furthermore, the primary source o f data is business circles pursuing their own interests. 
De Maria contends that the aim o f the Cl is to manipulate the politics o f African countries 
by using the Cl which is a dominant factor in the determination o f the Western foreign 
aid.
One study examined the difference between perceived and experienced types of 
corruption. Donchev and Ujhelyi empirically compared corruption perception indices of 
the World Bank’s Control of Corruption, Transparency International’s Cl and the 
International Country Risk Guide (ICRG) with the experience-based corruption data of 
the Interregional Crime Victimization Survey (ICVS).14 They found through their 
empirical analyses that experienced corruption is not a reliable or significant predictor of 
perceived corruption. Based on these results they concluded that certain socio-economic 
and cultural factors such as economic development, a Protestant majority in the 
population, having a centralized government and entrenched democratic institutions play 
significant roles in the development o f the corruption perception at the country level. In 
other words, Donchev and Ujhelyi assert that the Cl may understate the real level o f 
corruption in countries with well-developed democratic institutions and economies.
As pointed out by these scholars, measuring complex phenomena such as 
corruption is difficult. The C l’s reliability is assured because the sources correlate well
13 William De Maria, “Measurements and Markets: Deconstructing the Corruption Perception 
Index,” International Journal o f  Public Sector Management 21, no. 7 (2008): 777-97.
14 Dilyan Donchev and Gergely Ujhelyi, “What Do Corruption Indices Measure?,” Economics & 
Politics 26, no. 2 (2014): 309-31.
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with each other despite the fact that each has a different methodology.15 The high 
correlations o f the Cl with other similar indices such as the Black Market Activity Index 
and other indicators o f good governance are other sources o f reliability o f the data.16 
Also, variations across years for the same countries show that the index captures the 
variation and does not repeat itself.17 Thus, this study considers the Cl the most useful 
among other measurements of corruption and for this reason includes it in the model in 
this study.
3.3.2. Openness to Trade
The data on trade openness were taken from the World Bank’s website. Trade 
openness is defined as “ ... the sum of exports and imports o f goods and services 
measured as a share o f gross domestic product”.18 Accordingly, the bigger the share o f 
trade in gross domestic product (GDP) o f a country, the more that country is assumed to 
be open to trade.
Below, Figure 4 shows that the share o f trade in GDPs o f high-income, upper- 
middle-income and lower-middle income are close to each other while low-income 
countries have considerably less share o f trade in their GDPs.
15 Lambsdorff, “The Methodology o f the Corruption Perceptions Index 2007.”
16 Paul G. Wilhelm, “International Validation o f  the Corruption Perceptions Index: Implications 
for Business Ethics and Entrepreneurship Education,” Journal o f  Business Ethics 35, no. 3 (2002): 177-89.
17 Lambsdorff, “The Methodology o f the Corruption Perceptions Index 2007.”
18 The World Bank, “Trade (% o f GDP),” accessed September 6, 2013, 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NE.TRD.GNFS.ZS.
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Figure 4. Trade Means of Countries (% of GDP)
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3.3.3. Income Inequality
As a matter o f practicality, I use the Gini coefficient to measure income 
inequality. There have been several debates among scholars on how to measure income 
inequality best. It is almost impossible to collect enough data and analyze it for 
developing countries in particular if  one were to use any inequality index other than the 
Gini coefficient. The World Bank defines Gini coefficient as follows:
“Gini index measures the extent to which the distribution of income or 
consumption expenditure among individuals or households within an 
economy deviates from a perfectly equal distribution. A Lorenz curve 
plots the cumulative percentages o f total income received against the 
cumulative number o f recipients, starting with the poorest individual or 
household. The Gini index measures the area between the Lorenz curve 
and a hypothetical line o f absolute equality, expressed as a percentage of 
the maximum area under the line.19” (See Figure 5)
Figure 5. Gini Index
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Source: Gini (1936)20
19 The World Bank, “GINI Index,” accessed September 6, 2013, 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.GINI.
20 Corrado Gini, “On the Measure o f Concentration with Special Reference to Income and 
Statistics,” Colorado College Publication, General Series, no. 208 (1936): 73-79.
In brief, the Gini coefficient measures the deviation o f a cumulative distribution 
from uniformity. In terms o f income, for a given percentage o f the population, the 
coefficient represents the proportion o f aggregate wealth that percentage o f the 
population owns. The greater the inequality, the lower is the proportion o f wealth owned 
by a given percentage.
The data on the income inequality come from the Development Research Group 
(DRG) of the World Bank which measures income inequality with the Gini coefficient. 
Accordingly, a country with a score o f 0.0 has the complete equality in income 
distribution which means each person has the same income while a country with a score 
o f 100 has the complete inequality in income distribution which means one person has 
the all income. Empirically, the Gini coefficient ranges between 30 and 70 in general.21
Below, Figure 6 shows that high-income countries have lower scores (presence of 
more equal distribution o f income) than upper-middle-income, lower-middle-income, and 
low-income countries. Low-income countries have lower scores compared to lower- 
middle-income and upper-middle income countries. All groups o f countries except the 
high-income countries slightly differ from each other. All groups o f countries, on the 
other hand, continue to have no significant change in distribution o f income in years.
21 The World Bank, “GINI Index.”
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Figure 6. Income Inequality Levels of Countries
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3.3.4. Military Expenditure
The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) defines military 
expenditures as follows:
Where possible, SIPRI military expenditure includes all current and 
capital expenditure on:
• the armed forces, including peace keeping forces;
• defense ministries and other government agencies engaged in 
defense projects;
• paramilitary forces when judged to be trained, equipped and 
available for military operations;
• military space activities ;
Such expenditures should include:
• personnel
o all expenditures on current personnel, military and civil 
o retirement pensions o f military personnel 
o social services for personnel and their families 
o operations and maintenance 
o procurement
o military research and development 
o military construction
o military aid (in the military expenditures o f the donor 
country)
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Excluded from the SIPRI measure are the following military 
related expenditures:
• civil defense
• current expenditure for previous military activities
o veterans benefits 
o demobilization
o conversion of arms production facilities 
o destruction o f weapons.22
The data on the military expenditure were taken from SIPRI Military Expenditure 
Database.23
Below, Figure 7 shows that in general there is a decrease over time in the share of 
military expenditures in GDP in all groups o f countries. Low-income countries have 
considerably more o f a decrease in military expenditures as a share o f GDP than the other 
groups o f countries. The other groups o f countries follow a similar and slightly 
downward trend over time in the military expenditures.
22 SIPRI, “The SIPRI Definition o f Military Expenditure,” n.d., 
http://www.sipri.org/databases/milex/definitions.
23 SIPRI, “SIPRI Military Expenditure Database,” accessed September 6, 2013, 
http://milexdata.sipri.org/.
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3.3.5. Foreign Aid
“Net official development assistance and official aid received” is used to measure 
foreign aid in this study.24 This measure is defined as follows:
Net official development assistance (ODA) consists o f disbursements of 
loans made on concessional terms (net o f repayments o f principal) and grants by 
official agencies o f the members o f the Development Assistance Committee 
(DAC), by multilateral institutions, and by non-DAC countries to promote 
economic development and welfare in countries and territories in the DAC list of 
ODA recipients. It includes loans with a grant element o f at least 25 percent 
(calculated at a rate o f discount o f 10 percent). Net official aid refers to aid flows 
(net o f repayments) from official donors to countries and territories in part II o f 
the DAC list o f recipients: more advanced countries o f Central and Eastern 
Europe, the countries o f the former Soviet Union, and certain advanced 
developing countries and territories. Official aid is provided under terms and 
conditions similar to those for ODA. Part II o f the DAC List was abolished in 
2005. The collection o f data on official aid and other resource flows to Part II 
countries ended with 2004 data. Data are in constant 2011 U.S. dollars.25
Twenty high-income countries Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and United States report no foreign aid 
data, presumably because they receive none. These countries are included in the study by 
assuming that they receive zero foreign aid.
24 The World Bank, “Net Official Development Assistance and Official Aid Received (constant 
2011 US$),” accessed September 6, 2013, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/DT.ODA.ALLD.KD.
25 Ibid.
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The data on foreign aid were taken from the World Bank’s website.26
Below, Figure 8 shows that in general low-income countries have an increasing 
trend over time o f receiving foreign aid. Lower-middle-income and upper-middle-income 
countries have similar trends in receiving foreign aid over time. Naturally, high-income 




























Figure 8. The Means of Foreign Aid Received by Countries (in million dollars)
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3.3.6. Population Growth (annual %)
The literature on the relationship between population and poverty supports the 
intuition that there is a correlation between population and poverty. Like the previous 
independent variables, population growth is a time-variant and entity-variant variable. 
Therefore, it also needs to be taken into account when one examines the course of 
poverty over time. The data on population growth were taken from the World Bank’s 
website.27 Below, Figure 9 shows that high-income countries have the lowest increase as 
percentage o f population for all years while low-income countries have the highest 
percentage o f change in population.
27 The World Bank, “Population Growth (annual %),” n.d., 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.GROW.
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Figure 9. The Means of Population Change in Countries (% of population)
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3.4. Control Variable
3.4.1. The Level of Income
The countries observed in this study are categorized as low-income, lower- 
middle-income, upper-middle-income, and high-income according to the classification of 
the World Bank. Accordingly, a country with GDP per capita ranging between $1,045 or 
less is considered a low-income country; a country with GDP per capita ranging between 
$1,046 to $4,125 is considered a lower-middle income country; a country with GDP per 
capita ranging between $4,126 to $12,745 is considered an upper-middle-income country; 
and a country with GDP per capita ranging between $12,746 or more is considered a 
high-income country.28
The countries included in this study are listed in Appendix I according to their 
income category.
3.5. Methods
This study uses a linear regression analysis o f panel data. Data that include time 
series observations o f a number o f units o f observations such as households, countries, 
firms, etc. are called panel data. Panel data have cross-sectional and time series 
dimensions.29
The units o f observations such as individuals, firms, states or countries are by 
their nature heterogeneous. For example, countries have different economic performance;
28 The World Bank, “Country and Lending Groups,” n.d., http://data.worldbank.org/about/country- 
and-lending-groups#Low_income.
29 Cheng Hsiao, “Panel Data Analysis—advantages and Challenges,” Test 16, no. 1 (2007): 1-22.
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social, or political problems such as low or high level o f economic growth; population 
growth rates; and different priorities in allocating their financial resources according to 
their political environment. These dimensions and others make them heterogeneous. One 
consequence o f such heterogeneity of units o f observation is that ordinary least squares 
regression produces residuals whose expected value is not zero and/or whose variance is 
not constant. Such heteroskedastic residuals violate the assumption o f ordinary least 
sequares (OLS) regression. As a consequence, OLS tends to produce biased estimates 
that increase the likelihood o f inferential errors. Estimation that ignores this heterogeneity 
among residuals thus results in the risk o f finding significant effects when in reality none 
exist. Fixed effects estimation is one method to control for panel heteroskedasticity.30
Second, panel data provides the researcher with a great amount o f data, higher 
degrees o f freedom, and lower collinearity among the independent variables that enables 
more robust estimation.31 Third, panel data are good for observing the changes in some 
economic indicators such as unemployment, poverty, gross domestic product, and others 
by establishing a relationship between some data at one point in time and some other data 
at another point in time.32
30 Cheng Hsiao, Analysis o f  Panel Data, Second Edition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2003).
31 William H. Greene, Econometric Analysis, 5th Edition (Upper Saddle River, New Jersey: 
Prentice Hall, 2003).





While panels with no missing observation are called “balanced” or “complete” 
panels, panels with missing observations are called “unbalanced” or “incomplete” panels. 
The neglect o f missing data in the process o f estimation will result in either a low level of 
statistical confidence or in bias estimates and consequently inferential errors.
There are three types o f patterns o f missing data.33 The first type is missing 
completely at random (MCAR) which occurs when absence in the dependent variable (Y) 
and independent variables (X) is statistically unrelated to all other factors, observed or 
unobserved. This type of absence is not a threat to validity because it is random. When 
the data are MCAR, listwise deletion, using cases only with valid values for all study 
variables, does not bias the estimates. Similarly, pairwise deletion, using all cases with a 
valid value for each o f variables, will not bias the estimates under this assumption.
The second type o f missing data is missing at random (MAR). MAR basically 
suggests that absence o f data in the independent variables (X) and dependent variable (Y) 
is correlated with some observed factors other than the dependent variable (Y) itself. The 
third pattern is non-ignorable (NI) or not missing at random (NMAR) in which case 
absence o f data in the dependent variable (Y) is a function o f unobserved factors and the 
dependent variable (Y) itself.34
33 Donald B. Rubin, “Inference and Missing Data,” Biometrika 63, no. 3 (1976): 581-92.
34 Roderick J. A. Little and Donald B. Rubin, Statistical Analysis with Missing Data, 2nd ed. 
(Hoboken, N.J.: Wiley-Interscience, 2002).
When the data are MCAR or MAR, a general approach for handling missing data 
is multiple imputation of missing values. With regard to NI, while some statisticians do 
not recommend multiple imputations, others argue that multiple imputation increases 
efficiency in estimates compared to listwise deletion although it might not reduce bias.35 
In this study, the absence o f data in observation o f the independent variables (X) and 
dependent variable (Y) arises from the unavailability of data, a type o f non ignorable (NI) 
missing data. Therefore, this study has an unbalanced data set which requires some 
assumptions about how to handle the missing data problem. Efforts to solve the problem 
o f missing data in this study, such as by applying imputation methods such as expectation 
maximization (EM) algorithm; or multiple imputations (MI), have not resulted in 
consistent imputations but the linear interpolation method. This method increased the 
number o f observations from 571 to 1169 with no missing data. In other words, the 
listwise deletion method is used to handle the missing data problem in this study. The 
dataset used in this study is unbalanced in the sense that some countries do not have 
observations for some years in the period o f 1995-2011.
3.5.1.2. Serial Correlation
The error term is serially correlated when error terms from different time 
periods are correlated. Serial correlation emerges in time series or cross-sectional studies 
when the errors associated with a particular time period affect the errors associated with 
subsequent time periods. Because panel data are composed o f repeated observations on 
the same entities over a time span, one should assume that the observations are not
35 Gary King et al., “Analyzing Incomplete Political Science Data: An Alternative Algorithm for 
Multiple Imputation,” American Political Science Review  95, no. 1 (2001): 49-69.
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independent. For example, in this study, for a given country the poverty rate in a given 
year will be correlated with poverty rate in previous years. Therefore, error terms for each 
country are likely to be correlated, a violation of the assumption o f no serial correlation. 
The presence o f serial correlation does not lead to inconsistent results but leads to 
regression coefficients with inefficient estimates.36 The panel data used in this study is a 
short panel with a small time period (17 years) and entity (109 countries). Clustered- 
robust standard errors can be used to control for serial correlation in short panels, 
although it is generally considered as a problem in long panels.37 Serial correlation leads 
to smaller standard errors o f the coefficients and higher R-squared; consequently, without 
correction the researcher is more likely to find significant effects when in fact none exist 
(type I error). In order to get efficient estimates o f regression coefficients and to prevent 
biased standard errors, this study uses robust standard errors clustered by country to 
correct for serial correlation.
3.5.1.3. Heteroskedasticity
In an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model the variance o f the error term 
is assumed to be constant, a condition known as homoscedasticity. Heteroskedasticity 
occurs when the variance o f the error term is not constant. Heteroskedasticity is often 
observed in cross-sectional data. OLS can be free from bias and inconsistency even if 
there is heteroskedasticity. However, heteroskedasticity leads to biased results in the 
standard errors o f the estimates. This increases the variances o f the distributions and leads 
to inefficient OLS estimators. Heteroskedasticity also leads to higher values o f t and F
36 Baltagi, Econometric Analysis o f  Panel Data.
37 Adrian C. Cameron and Pravin K. Trivedi, Microeconometrics Using Stata (College Station 
(Tex.): Stata Press, 2009).
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statistics by underestimating the variances o f the estimators. In order to correct for 
potential heteroskedasticity in the error terms, this study uses clustered robust standard 
errors.
3.5.2. Panel Data Models
Panel data models are based on the repeated observation o f the same cross- 
sectional relationship of same individuals at more than one point in time. Fixed effects 
(FE) and random effects (RE) models are the most commonly estimation techniques with 
panel data because they correct for panel heteroskedasticity.38
3.5.2.I. The Fixed Effects Model
The fixed-effects (FE) model is used when it is required to analyze the impact of 
variables that change over time. FE models look at the relationship between independent 
and dependent variables within an entity. It is assumed that each individual (entity) has 
heterogeneous features which may or may not have an impact on the independent or 
dependent variables. The FE model accounts for individual heterogeneity by estimating 
for each subject a unique intercept value. While the intercept may vary across the entities, 
it does not vary over time for a given subject meaning that the intercept is time-invariant. 
In this respect, the FE model removes the effect o f time-invariant characteristics from the 
independent variables and is able to find out the actual effect o f the independent variables 
on the dependent variable. The FE model also assumes that each individual (entity) has 
time-invariant features that are peculiar to that individual and that there is no correlation 
among the time invariant features o f the entities. This requires the error term and the
38 Greene, Econometric Analysis.
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constant o f each entity should be uncorrelated with those o f the other entities. The 
presence of correlated error terms leads to incorrect inferences. In such circumstances, 
the FE model should not be used to examine the relationship. Instead, one should model 
the relationship by using the random effects (RE) model.
As mentioned above, the FE model examines the relationship between 
independent and dependent variables within an entity. Therefore, the FE model cannot be 
used to explore how time-invariant characteristics o f an entity affect the independent and 
dependent variables since they are constant for each entity. In other words, the FE model 
takes the within-subject variance for the estimation into consideration and ignores the 
between-subject variance. In other words, the FE model assumes that the effect o f time 
invariant characteristics o f an entity is not correlated with the individual characteristics of 
another entity.39 A disadvantage o f the FE model is that it is unable to predict the impact 
o f variables with very small within-subject variance. A poor prediction o f the impact o f a 
variable results not only in a higher standard error but also leads to considerably 
unreliable point estimates that would lead to incorrect inferences.40
3.5.2.2. Random Effects Model
The random effects (RE) model assumes that the variation across individuals 
(entities) is random and there is no correlation among the independent variables o f the 
model. The RE model assumes that time-invariant characteristics o f the entities have 
some impact on the dependent variable. The error term o f the individual (entity) is
39 Hsiao, Analysis o f  Panel Data.
40 Thomas Plumper and Vera E. Troeger, “Efficient Estimation of Time-Invariant and Rarely 
Changing Variables in Finite Sample Panel Analyses with Unit Fixed Effects,” Political Analysis 15, no. 2 
(2007): 124-39.
uncorrelated with the independent variables. This enables time-invariant variables to 
function as explanatory variables. In this case, it is required to specify time-invariant 
characteristics that would have some impact on the dependent variable. Some time- 
invariant variables are unavailable, however, this results in omitted variable bias in the 
RE model.
The RE model assumes that there is no omitted variable or the omitted variables 
are not correlated with the independent variables in the model. This enables the method 
to produce unbiased estimates o f the coefficients and the smallest standard errors. 
However, it is more likely that omitted variables will lead to biased estimates.
I intend to use fixed effects model since I am interested in analyzing the impact o f 
variables that change over time. One o f the differences between fixed effects model and 
random effects model is their assumptions about the impact o f time-invariant features on 
the dependent and independent variables. I assume that, as fixed effects model does, 
time-invariant characteristics o f an entity do not have any impact on the independent and 
dependent variables; and there is no correlation among the time-invariant features o f the 
entities. Furthermore, fixed effects model includes entity dummies to control for time- 
invariant omitted variable bias. This being the case, some diagnostic tests, rather than my 
choice, will determine whether fixed effects model or random effects model should be 
used.
3.5.3. Concluding Remarks
This study applies a linear regression analysis o f panel data to answer the research 
question developed in Chapter 2. The panel used in this study includes data on 109
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countries. It has an unbalanced dataset since some countries have missing data for some 
years. Poverty is the dependent variable used in this study. Trade openness, income 
inequality, military expenditure, foreign aid, corruption, and population are the 
independent variables. The level o f development, measured with three dummy variables 
that capture -underdeveloped, developing and developed countries, is the control 
variable. The data are from the most reliable data sources such as the World Bank, the 
United Nations Development Program and Transparency International.
As in many panel data studies, this study suffers from missing data. The linear 
interpolation method brought consistent imputations and the number o f observations with 
no missing data increased from 571 to 1169. The chapter has examined statistical issues 
such as serial correlation and heteroskedasticity which should be taken into consideration 
for the consistency and efficiency of the statistical results. The chapter includes the 
assumptions o f the fixed effects and random effects models one o f which will be used 
according to the result o f the Hausman41 specification test that will be applied in Chapter 
4.
Chapter 4 will discuss the results. It will include descriptive statistics, diagnostics 
and statistical analysis. The software STATA is used for the statistical analysis.





The previous chapter discussed the research design and sample I use to test 
hypotheses. It explained the necessity o f using time-series cross sectional data to explain 
the dynamics behind the changes occurring in the poverty levels o f countries over time. It 
uses three different statistical models to estimate the effects o f hypothesized factors on 
the level o f poverty. This chapter is organized under two sections. The first section 
provides information about variables used in this study, and describes some basic 
statistical findings and diagnostic tests. The second section includes the statistical 
models, estimates, and diagnostic tests used to explain why one model is preferred to 
another.
4.1. Descriptive Statistics
Table 3 below presents the variables and their labels.
Table 3. T le Variables Used in the Study
Variable Label
corrupt corruption index o f countries, TI Corruption Perception Index
country name o f the country
Inequa income inequality levels o f countries, GINI Index
levofdev development level o f countries 1 underdeveloped , 2=developing, 3=developed
Logaid log o f foreign aid - net official development assistance and official aid 
received
Logmil log o f military expenditures, SIPRI
popgrow population growth (annual %) - the rate o f growth o f midyear population from year t-1 to t
poverty Poverty headcount ratio at $2 a day (PPP) (% o f population)
Trade openness level o f countries to trade (% o f GDP)
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Table 4 below includes the summary statistics of the study.
Table 4. Summary Statistics of the Study
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Observations
poverty
overall 34.63 30.72 0.00 95.41 N=1236
between 30.78 0.05 95.15 n=l 15
within 6.61 -4.69 71.24 T-bar=l 0.7478
corrup
overall 3.28 1.26 0.40 9.20 N=1407
between 1.13 1.70 7.13 n—115
within 0.49 -1.38 7.47 T-bar=T 2.2348
Inequa
overall 41.62 9.33 16.23 69.17 N=1264
between 8.71 26.41 63.90 n=l 15
within 2.69 27.15 62.34 T-bar= 10.9913
Trade
overall 82.54 38.35 14.77 220.41 N=1911
between 36.12 22.78 204.09 n=l 15
within 14.29 3.77 163.46 T-bar=16.6174
popgrow
overall 1.58 1.28 -3.86 10.26 N=1952
between 1.16 -1.19 4.14 n=l 15
within 0.55 -3.46 7.93 T=16.9739
Logaid
overall 5.78 1.36 -1.27 10.17 N=1871
between 1.14 3.14 7.72 n=l 15
within 0.74 -1.44 9.55 T= 16.2696
Logmil
overall 5.81 2.27 0.00 11.89 N=1843
between 2.23 0.00 10.96 n=l 15
within 0.42 4.19 9.45 T-bar= 16.0261
Accordingly; the mean for the percentage of population living under $2.00 a day 
is 29.22 percent for the countries included in this study. The lowest percentage is 
observed in Finland, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Seychelles and Slovenia in 
different years in 1995-2011 as 0.00 percent meaning that there was practically no one in 
these countries in the relevant years living under $2.00 a day. The highest percentage is 
observed in Burundi in 1998 at 95.41 percent, meaning that the overwhelming majority 
of population in Burundi lived under $2.00 a day in 1998. The standard deviation for 
between-subject variation (31.55) is more than within-subject variation (6.06) meaning
that there is more between-subject variation from one country to another than the 
variation o f a country over time. This suggests the percentage of poverty in a country 
differs widely from the percentage of poverty in another country over time, while the 
percentage o f poverty in a country does not change much over time.
The corruption index varies between 0.40 (Bangladesh in 2001, the highest 
corruption) and 10.00 (Denmark in 1998 and 1999 and Finland in 2000, the lowest 
corruption). There is too much difference between the standard deviations for between- 
subject variation (2.02) and within-subject variation (0.50) meaning that corruption in a 
country differs considerably from corruption in another country over time.
Income inequality varies between 16.23 (Azerbaijan in 2004, the lowest 
inequality) and 69.17 (Jamaica in 2001, the highest inequality). The standard deviations 
for between-subject variation (8.90) are more than within-subject variation (2.49) 
meaning that there is more between-subject variation from one country to another than 
the variation o f a country over time. Accordingly, income inequality in a country differs 
from income inequality in another country in years while it does not change much in a 
country in years.
The mean for trade openness (as a percentage o f GDP) is 81.20 percent showing 
that trade is a prominent economic activity in a great majority o f the countries examined 
in this study. Sudan has the lowest trade as percentage o f GDP in 1995 (14.77 percent), 
Malaysia has the highest trade as percentage o f GDP in 2000 (220 percent). The standard 
deviation for between-subject variation (35.91) is more than the within-subject variation 
(13.56) meaning that there is more variation from one country to another than the
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variation o f a country over time. It means that over time trade as the percentage of GDP 
in a country differs widely from trade as percentage o f GDP in another country while 
trade as percentage o f GDP in a country does not change much.
Population growth (measured as an annual percentage) varies -3.86 percent 
(Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1995) and 10.26 percent (Rwanda in 1998). The overall 
mean o f population growth is 1.44 percent. There is not too much difference between the 
standard deviations for between-subject variation (1.13) and within-subject variation 
(0.52), meaning that population growth in a country does not differ considerably from 
population growth in another country in years.
The log o f foreign aid varies between 0.00 and 10.17 with an overall mean of 
4.89. Military expenditure varies between 0.00 percent and 17.03 percent with an overall 
mean o f 1.98 percent.
Table 5 below presents the pairwise correlation between the variables.
Table 5. Pairwise Correlation Matrix Between t
1 poverty Corrupt Inequa Trade popgrow logaid military
poverty 1
corrupt -0.56 1
Inequa 0.24 -0.31 1
Trade -0.21 0.06 -0.14 1
popgrow 0.65 -0.37 0.42 -0.2 1
Logaid 0.55 -0.79 0.25 -0.1 0.35 1
military -0.04 0 -0.09 -0.1 0.07 0.13 1
le Variables
As Table 5 illustrates; there is a weak and negative (-0.31) linear relationship 
between income inequality and corruption. There is a positive and weak to no (0.06)
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linear relationship between trade openness (as a percentage o f GDP) and corruption, 
while trade has a negative and weak to no (-0.14) linear relationship with income 
inequality. Population growth (the annual percentage change in population) is weakly and 
negatively related to corruption and trade (-0.37 and -0.20 respectively), while it has a 
moderate and positive (0.42) linear relationship with income inequality. The linear 
relationship between the log of foreign aid received and corruption is negative and strong 
(-0.79). There is a positive and weak linear relationship between the log o f foreign aid 
received and income inequality and population growth (0.25 and 0.35 respectively). On 
the other hand, there is a negative and weak to no (-0.10) linear relationship between the 
log o f foreign aid received and trade. Military expenditure (as a percentage of GDP) has a 
weak to no linear relationship with corruption, income inequality, trade, population 
growth, and the log o f foreign aid received (0.00, -0.09, -0.10, 0.07, and 0.13 
respectively). The presence of weak or no linear relationship among the independent 
variables suggests that each independent variable contributes to the regression model.
Corruption is moderately and negatively (-0.56) correlated with poverty. Income 
inequality’s correlation with poverty is weak and positive (0.24). Trade openness is 
weakly and negatively (-0.21) correlated with poverty. Population growth (the annual 
percentage change in population) is strongly and positively (0.65) correlated with poverty 
(the headcount ratio o f population living under $2.00 a day). The log o f foreign aid 
received is moderately and positively (0.55) correlated with poverty. There is an 
extremely weak (0.04) correlation between military expenditure and poverty.
The collinearity diagnostics in Table 6 below shows that the mean variance 
inflation factor (VIF) is 1.34 meaning that there is no severe multicollinearity between
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the independent variables used in this study. Studenmund recommends the threshold o f 5 
as “a rule of thumb” to determine whether there is multicollinearity between the 
independent variables.42 Accordingly, if  the VIF is less than 5, the multicollinearity is not 
severe.
Table 6. CoUinearity Diagnostics
Variable VIF SQRT VIF Tolerance Squared
corrupt 1.21 1.1 0.8257 0.1743
Inequa 1.38 1.18 0.724 0.276
Trade 1.28 1.13 0.781 0.219
popgrow 1.46 1.21 0.6869 0.3131
Logaid 1.45 1.21 0.6884 0.3116
Logmil 1.25 1.12 0.7997 0.2003
Mean VIF 1.34
4.2. Panel Data Models
This study, as mentioned above, attempts to examine how poverty is affected by 
some major economic, social, and political factors over time at the state level. It requires 
conducting panel data analysis. Data on economic, social, and political indicators at the 
country level usually follow a linear trend over time. Linear regression models are 
assumed to be the most appropriate models to examine the relationship between those 
indicators. There are usually three types o f models used to make panel data analysis:
1. Pooled OLS Model
2. Random Effects Model
3. Fixed Effects (within) Model
42 A.H. Studenmund, Using Econometrics: A Practical Guide, 5th Edition (Pearson Addison- 
Wesley, 2005).
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The most efficient estimation method is to pool all the countries in the sample 
when the entity and time-specific effects are assumed to be equal to zero. Also, in this 
case, it is assumed that all o f the entities have the same intercept and slope terms. 
However, unobserved entity-specific effects make the pooled OLS model inefficient and 
inconsistent when any one o f the independent variables in the model is correlated with 
entity specific effects. The pooled OLS model ignores the fact that panel data has 
constant estimated coefficients. Moreover, application o f pooled OLS would result in 
errors such as heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in panel data analysis 43 Therefore, 
the pooled OLS estimate is not usually viewed as a good estimator for panel data analysis 
and not used much in the literature. OLS models can produce consistent estimates if the 
regression errors are independently and identically distributed. Heteroskedasticity and 
autocorrelation are the situations when the regression errors are not independently and 
identically distributed.44 The diagnostic tests in Table 7 and Table 8 below show that 
there is heteroskedasticity (y2=4.8e+32, df=89, p <0.001) and serial correlation 
(F=134.488, df=l, 106,p<0.001) in the panel data used in this study.
Table 7. Diagnostic Test for Heteroskedasticity________________
Modified Wald test for groupwise heteroskedasticity in fixed 
effect regression model 
Ho: o(i)A2 = oA2 for all i 
X2 (122) = 4.8e+32
Prob>%2 = 0.0000____________________________________________
43 Christopher F. Baum, An Introduction to M odem  Econometrics Using Stata (College Station, 
Texas: StataCorp LP, 2006).
44 Ibid.
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Table 8. Diagnostic Test for Autocorrelation
Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data 
Ho: no first order autocorrelation 
F (l, 88)=  115.303 
Prob > F = 0.0000
The result o f the Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier Test45 in Table 9 
below shows that there is evidence o f significant differences across the subjects (here the 
countries). Therefore, pooled OLS is not a good model to use in this study and random 
effects model needs to be used (p<0.001).










The main problem when using panel data is omitted variable bias. The 
unobserved features o f each entity result in biased estimates o f the parameters and lead 
the error term not to be random anymore. It is likely that several unobservable country- 
specific effects would play a role in estimating the impact o f the economic, social, and 
political factors addressed in this study on poverty. These unobservable effects 
theoretically may vary across countries but not across time; across time but not countries;
45 Baltagi, Econometric Analysis o f  Panel Data.
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or across both countries and time. In a basic regression model, the individual (entity- 
specific), unobserved effects are not controlled for but are absorbed in the error term and 
the parameter estimates. The random effects (RE) and fixed effects (FE) models, 
however, provide the opportunity to remove the unobserved features from the parameter 
estimates and the error term.
In the case of the random effects model, the measurement o f the entity specific 
effects is based on the comparison o f the differences not within entities but between 
entities. In the models used in this study, it is assumed that the entity (country) and time- 
specific effects are randomly distributed and vary from one country to another. In other 
words, the time-specific and country-specific effects are assumed to be random variables 
that are independently and identically distributed with zero mean and constant variance.
If this assumption is valid, the random effects model is more efficient than the fixed 
effects model. However, in the event o f the violation o f this assumption, the random 
effects model would produce inconsistent estimates.
Similar to the random effects model, the fixed effects model aims to control for 
entity specific observable and unobservable features which do not change over time. To 
do this, a dummy variable for each entity except for one is added into the model. This 
specification controls for unobserved heterogeneity and estimates the true effect o f the 
independent variables. The fixed effects model aims to analyze the impact o f variables by 
assuming that any entity specific time-invariant feature would bias the independent or 
dependent variables.
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At this point, the Hausman specification test is used to determine whether the 
random effects model or fixed effects model is appropriate.46 The test takes the difference 
between RE and FE estimates into account. The null hypothesis is that unobserved 
individual effects are uncorrelated with observed explanatory variables. The results 
presented in Table 10 below show that there is a statistically significant (x2~32.49, df=6, 
p<0.001) difference between RE and FE estimates. Therefore, the null hypothesis that 
there is no correlation between the country-specific unobserved effects and the observed 
independent variables as assumed by the RE model47 is rejected. Consequently, it is 
required to use the FE model to analyze the panel data in this study.
Table 10. Hausman Test
Coefficients
(b) (B) (b-B)
fixed Random Difference sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B)) S. E.
Corrupt -.827613 -.9045985 .0769855 .1147594
Inequa .4862869 .4581085 .0281784 .294065
Trade -.1273878 -.1002168 -.027171 .0076733
Popgrow 1.004649 1.641956 -.6373067 .1890586
Logaid -.2509007 -.0726783 -.1782224 .793522
Military -.4421085 -.4415627 -.0005458 .1012464
X 2(6) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)A(-1 )](b-B) -  32.49
Prob> x 2 = 0.0000
46 Hausman, “Specification Tests in Econometrics.”
47 Jeffrey M. Wooldridge, Econometric Analysis o f  Cross Section and Panel Data (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2002).
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The FE model is entity-fixed by default. It controls for omitted variables which 
differ between entities but are constant over time. However, in order to have a better FE 
model, it is required to check whether it is necessary to control for unobserved variables 
that may vary by time, so called time fixed effects. The result o f the diagnostic test for 
time fixed effects in Table 11 below shows that (F= 4.55, df=16, 121) the estimated p  
value is smaller than 0.05. So the dummies for all years are not equal to zero. Therefore, 
the model should include both entity and time fixed effects.
Table 11. Diagnostic Test for Time Fixed Effects
(1 ) 1996.year = 0 (10) 2005. year = 0
(2 ) 1997.year = 0 (11) 2006. year = 0
(3 ) 1998.year = 0 (12) 2007. year = 0
(4 ) 1999. year = 0 (13) 2008.year = 0
(5 ) 2000. year = 0 (14) 2009.year = 0
(6 ) 2001. year = 0 (15) 2010. year = 0
(7 ) 2002. year = 0 (16) 2011.year = 0
OO 2003. year = 0
(9 ) 2004.year = 0
F(16, 121)= 4.55
Prob > F = 0.0000_____________________________
As mentioned above, the panel data used in this study suffers from 
heteroskedasticity and serial correlation. In this case, it is required to regress the FE 
model with panel-corrected standard errors. Linear regression with panel-corrected 
standard errors corrects for serial correlation and heteroskedasticity.
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4.3. Estimation Results
Table 12 below presents the panel data regression estimates o f the RE, entity FE, 
and entity and time FE models.









Entitv& Tim e FE
P P
Corrupt -0.905* 0.033 -0.828 0.080 -0.0997 0.543
Inequa 0.458* 0.018 0.486* 0.036 0.206*** 0.001
Trade -0.1 0.066 -0.127 0.052 0.00574 0.719
Popgrow 1.642 0.158 1.005 0.418 -0.123 0.625
Logaid -0.0727 0.845 -0.251 0.571 0.024 0.803
Military -0.442 0.534 -0.442 0.561 -0.316 0.139
Lowinc 64.68*** 0.000
lowmidinc 34.71*** 0.000
uppm idinc 7.561* 0.046
Cons 0.442 0.964 21.97 0.073 3.57 0.165
N 1169 1169 1169
R-squared 0.78 0.20 0.95
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** pcO.001
4.3.1. The Random Effects Model
According to the first model, corruption has a significant and negative impact on 
poverty (p<0.05). A one point increase in the corruption index in time is associated with 
an average o f 0.90 percentage points decrease in poverty holding constant the other 
independent variables in the model.
The impact o f income inequality on poverty is significant and positive (p<0.05). 
A one point increase in income inequality in time corresponds to an average o f 0.45
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percentage points increase in poverty holding constant the other independent variables in 
the model.
Trade openness (measured as a percentage o f GDP) is marginally significant 
(p<0.10) and negatively associated with poverty (the percentage o f population living 
under $2.00 a day). A one percentage point increase in trade openness is associated with 
an average of 0.10 percentage point decrease in poverty holding constant the other 
independent variables in the model.
Population growth (measured as a percent o f population) is positively correlated 
with poverty while foreign aid and military expenditure are negatively correlated. 
However, none o f them has a statistically significant association with poverty in this 
model.
On average, low-income countries tend to score 64.68 percentage points higher in 
poverty in time compared to high-income countries. On average, lower-middle-income 
countries tend to have about 34.71 percentage points higher in poverty when compared to 
high-income countries. Upper-middle-income countries, on average, tend to score 7.5 
percentage points higher in poverty in time compared to high-income countries. High- 
income countries form the reference category. These figures illustrate that there is a 
negative and statistically significant association between the income level o f a country 
and poverty in this model.
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4.3.2. The Entity Fixed Effects Model
As the result o f the Hausman test shown in Table 10 above suggests, the second 
model, the entity fixed effects model is preferred to the RE model. Accordingly,
The impact o f corruption on poverty is marginally significant and negative 
(p<0.10) in this model. A one point increase in the corruption index in time is associated 
with an average o f 0.82 percentage points decrease in poverty holding constant the other 
independent variables in the model.
Income inequality has a statistically significant and positive impact on poverty 
(p<0.05) in this model. A one point increase in income inequality corresponds to an 
average o f 0.48 percentage point increase in poverty holding constant the other 
independent variables in the model.
The impact o f trade on poverty is marginally significant and negative (p<0.10) in 
this model. A one percentage point increase in trade is associated with an average o f 
approximately 0.12 percentage point decrease in poverty holding constant the other 
independent variables in the model.
As in the first model, population growth (measured as a percent o f population) is 
positively correlated with poverty while foreign aid and military expenditure are 
negatively correlated. However, again, none o f them has a statistically significant 
association with poverty in this model.
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4.3.3. The Entity and Time Fixed Effects Model
The third model, the entity and time fixed effects model, corrects for serial 
correlation and heteroskedasticity since it regresses with panel-corrected standard errors. 
As the result o f the diagnostic test in Table 11 above suggests, this is the most 
appropriate model with which to explain the impact o f the independent variables used in 
this study on poverty over time. Accordingly,
Income inequality has a statistically significant and positive impact on poverty 
(p=0.001). A one point increase in income inequality corresponds to an average 0.20 
percentage point increase in poverty holding constant the other independent variables in 
the model. Compared to the other independent variables, income inequality is the only 
variable which has a significant impact on poverty in all models. In this sense, the 
estimates regarding the impact o f income inequality are robust meaning that they remain 
the same using different estimations and different statistical assumptions.
Corruption, population growth, and military expenditure which are intuitively 
expected to be positively correlated are negatively correlated with poverty while trade 
and foreign aid are positively correlated. However, the association between corruption, 
trade, population growth, foreign aid, and military expenditure and poverty is 
insignificant in the third model. The impact o f being a low-income, lower-middle-income 
or an upper-middle-income country on poverty compared to being a high-income country 
cannot be examined in the second and third models since the fixed effects models drop 
the dummy variables from the model due to the fact that they are time-invariant effects.
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To conclude; standard deviation for between-subject variation is more than 
within-subject variation in all variables except population growth. This shows that any 
change in a variable in a country differs from the change in that variable in another 
country over time, while this change is small within a country over time. There is weak or 
no linear relationship among the independent variables. It suggests that each independent 
variable contributes to the models used in the study. The data used in this study suffers 
from heteroskedasticity and serial correlation. Therefore, entity and time fixed effects 
model is regressed to correct for serial correlation and heteroskedasticity. Diagnostic tests 
made in this chapter suggest that random effects model should be preferred to pooled 
OLS model; and entity and time fixed effects model should be preferred to random 
effects model. According to the findings o f the entity and time fixed effects model, 
income inequality is the only variable which has a statistically significant impact on 
poverty. It has also a statistically significant impact on poverty in the pooled OLS and 
random effects models.
The purpose o f the next chapter is to assess whether the statistical results found in 
this chapter make original and important contributions to the scholarship on poverty and 




Chapter 4 discussed the statistical results o f the panel data models applied to this 
study. It tested the relationship between the independent and control variables and 
poverty. In light o f the statistical results in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 evaluates the hypotheses 
developed in Chapter 2. This chapter explains how the research findings o f the study 
make, if  any, original and important contributions to the scholarship on poverty and 
development.
Based on the research question o f to what extent have major economic, social, 
and political factors such as corruption, income inequality, military expenditures, trade 
openness, foreign aid, and population affected poverty in countries over time, this study 
examines the hypotheses developed in the Chapter 2.
Table 13 below presents the results o f the hypothesis tests.
Table 13. The Results of the Hypothesis Tests
No Hypothesis Result




It is more likely for a country to have a higher level o f poverty 
when there is more income inequality in that country. Supported
h 3
It is more likely for a country to have a lower level o f poverty 




It is more likely for a country to have a higher level o f poverty 




It is more likely for a country to have a higher level o f poverty 




It is more likely for a country to have a higher level o f poverty 




Contrary to the prevailing findings in the literature, the results o f this study found 
no support for hypothesis H I, that countries with higher levels o f corruption are more 
likely to have higher levels of poverty. The results from the statistical models show that 
corruption does not have any significant impact on poverty. What explains this surprising 
finding of no significance? There are three possible explanations. First, in the literature it 
is seen that low-income countries in particular and some of the lower-middle-income, 
upper-middle-income, and high-income countries are deprived of sufficient data for 
poverty and corruption. This would not allow for examination o f the relationship between 
corruption and poverty statistically. Second, this result may show that there is not a direct 
but an indirect relationship between corruption and poverty. There are studies indicating 
that corruption harms the economy and governance by reducing economic growth, 
increasing income inequality and weakening political institutions which then in turn feed 
poverty.1 Third, there may be a reverse relationship between corruption and poverty 
meaning that poverty may lead to corruption. However, as development may not 
necessarily lead to a decrease in poverty and given that corruption is abuse o f public 
office for private interests, poor people are supposed intuitively not to have the monetary 
means to corrupt public officers for their private interests. Also, the statistical results 
revealed that there is not a significant relationship between corruption and poverty when 
corruption and poverty were run as dependent and independent variables respectively in 
the model.
The statistical findings show that income inequality has a significant impact on
1 Michael Johnston, “Corruption and Democracy: Threats to Development, Opportunities for 
Reform” (Department o f  Political Science, Colgate University, Hamilton, NY, 2000); Gupta Sanjeev, 
Hamid Davoodi, and Erwin Tiongson, “Corruption and the Provision of Health Care and Education 
Services” (IMF Working Paper, 2000).
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poverty. It is signed positively across all three estimations used in Chapter 4. Therefore, it 
behaves consistently across the three models. This is consistent with the expectation o f 
the hypothesis that countries with greater income inequality likely will have higher levels 
of poverty. As it will be remembered, modernization theory argues that 
underdevelopment is an outcome which arises from internal social, economic, and 
political problems of a country. Although the theory does not take poverty directly into 
consideration in its approach to the matter o f underdevelopment, as this study asserts, 
poverty needs to be thought as an indicator of underdevelopment. Therefore, the 
statistical result regarding the impact o f income inequality on poverty supports the 
arguments o f the modernization theory o f development in the sense that it is an outcome 
of internal social and political problems o f a country. On the other hand, one cannot 
claim comfortably that this result supports or refutes the theories such as dependency 
theory; world systems theory; or Marxist and Neo-Marxist theories which build their 
arguments on the critiques of the modernization theory o f development and relates 
backwardness to the interaction between the underdeveloped/developing and developed 
countries. This is because it is not clear that this result is a consequence of the 
relationship between the developing/underdeveloped and developed countries.
The result regarding the impact o f income inequality on poverty found in this 
study supports the works o f Wolfensohn et al.2 and Griffin and Khan.3 This result 
strengthens the view that poverty, among other things, is a matter o f how economic 
surplus is distributed.
2 Wolfensohn et al., Development and Poverty Reduction.
3 Griffin and Khan, “Poverty in the Third World.”
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Trade openness has a marginally significant and negative impact on poverty in the 
first and second models and it has no significant impact on poverty in the third model. 
Therefore, the impact o f trade on poverty behaves inconsistently across the three models. 
Hence the estimates do not support the hypothesis that “It is more likely for a country to 
have a lower level o f poverty when it is more open to trade.” According to the findings o f 
this study and the results o f the diagnostic tests, the third model provides the most 
confident estimates and results for this study.
As mentioned earlier, according to modernization theory, trade is assumed to be 
an important factor in the economic development o f a country due to its impact on the 
economic growth. Within this context, it is not possible to argue that the above result 
regarding the impact o f trade on poverty either supports or refutes the modernization 
theory o f development since the theory does not deal with how trade affects poverty. 
Similarly, it does not take how economic development affects the poor into account in its 
approach to development.
The trade data used in this study show that the share o f trade in GDPs of a great 
majority o f the low-income, lower-middle-income, and upper-middle-income countries is 
considerably higher than its share in the GDPs of the high-income countries. This would 
be a consequence o f a considerably higher share o f imports which would mostly include 
high-technology and expensive products. This would restrict employment opportunities 
o f the people in the low-income, lower-middle-income, and upper-middle-income 
countries the great majority o f whom are unskilled labor. This assumption would have 
supported the dependency theory, world systems theory, and Marxist approaches which 
argue that trade between developing/underdeveloped and developed countries leads the
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developing/underdeveloped countries worse off in terms of its impact on poverty. The 
above result regarding the impact o f trade on poverty, however, does not support the 
arguments o f these theoretical approaches because the estimates display no significant 
relationship between trade and poverty. This result supports the findings o f Hassan and 
Islam about the role o f trade openness on poverty in Bangladesh for the period o f 1973- 
2004.4 On the other hand, this result does not provide a statistically meaningful argument 
either to support or refute the findings o f the studies which argue that trade either 
increases or decreases poverty.
Another hypothesis o f this study is “It is more likely for a country to have a 
higher level o f poverty when it has higher population growth.” The statistical findings of 
this study suggest that there is no significant relationship between population growth and 
poverty. Therefore, the findings do not support the relevant hypothesis. Within this 
context, these findings refute the scholars who argue that there is either a negative or 
positive relationship between population growth and poverty. The findings also fail to 
support the Neo-Malthusian Theory o f Poverty.
This study hypothesizes that “It is more likely for a country to have a higher level 
o f poverty when it receives more foreign aid.” The statistical estimates do not support 
this hypothesis since they show that there is no statistically significant relationship 
between foreign aid and poverty. This result refutes both the arguments o f the 
modernization theory and the theories which criticize the modernization theory such as 
dependency and world systems theories. On the other hand, it supports the findings of
4 Hassan and Islam, “Temporal Causality and Dynamics o f Financial Development, Trade 
Openness, and Economic Growth in Vector Auto Regression (VAR) for Bangladesh, 1974-2003.”
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Hess5 and Goldsmith.6 To remember, Hess and Goldsmith found that foreign aid has no 
impact in reducing poverty.
The last hypothesis tested in this study is “It is more likely for a country to have a 
higher level o f poverty when it has more military expenditure.” The impact o f military 
expenditures on poverty behaves inconsistently across the three models. There is not a 
statistically significant relationship between military expenditure and poverty across the 
three models. As mentioned earlier, according to the modernization theory o f 
development, developing and underdeveloped countries need the assistance o f developed 
countries to improve themselves militarily. This requires devoting considerable amount 
of financial resources to military investments and expenditures. At this point, 
modernization theory, again does not deal with how military expenditures affect poverty. 
Therefore, it cannot be argued that the findings o f this study regarding the impact of 
military expenditures on poverty either support or refute the modernization theory o f 
development. These findings, on the other hand, do not support the arguments o f the 
institutionalist approach.
The above statistical results make original and important contributions to the 
scholarship on poverty and development. These findings displayed that poverty a 
prominent indicator to consider a country as “developed” cannot be explained with the 
changes in some economic and social factors such as corruption, trade, population 
growth, foreign aid, and military expenditure which are supposed to affect poverty at 
country level over time. In this sense, these findings refute the arguments o f the
5 Hess, “The Military Burden, Economic Growth, and the Human Suffering Index.”
6 Goldsmith, “Global Trade and the Environment.”
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modernization theory and some theories such as dependency theory and world systems 
theory which criticize the modernization theory.
The findings o f this study make another prominent contribution to the scholarship 
on poverty and development in terms o f the impact o f income inequality on poverty over 
time. The results strengthened the view that poverty, first o f all, is a matter of how 
economic surplus is distributed. They strongly support the argument o f the 
modernization theory which relates underdevelopment to the nation-state’s own internal 
social, economic, and political dynamics. Furthermore, this study contributes to the 
scholarship on poverty and development by highlighting the matter o f poverty in 
considering a country as developed or underdeveloped. This study contributes to the 
scholarship on poverty and development by showing that there is a significant and 
negative relationship between poverty and being a low-income, lower-middle-income, 
upper-middle-income, or high-income country. In other words, the greater a country’s 





According to the World Bank, 3.86 billion people corresponding to nearly 50 
percent o f the world’s population live on less than $2.50 a day.1 The poorest 40 percent 
o f the world’s population share 5 percent o f global income while this figure is 75 percent 
for the richest 20 percent o f the world’s population.2 The total wealth o f the world’s 
seven richest people is more than the GDP of the 39 heavily indebted poor countries.3
The countries with deepening income differences have more than 80 percent of 
the world’s population.4 The great majority o f the people that experience extreme poverty 
live in rural areas (three in every four people) on less than $1 a day.5
Children are among the groups whom poverty affects severely. It is estimated that 
there are 2.2 billion children in the world. One billion, almost 50 percent o f them, are in 
poverty.6 It is estimated that nearly 28 percent o f children in developing countries, 
particularly in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, are underweight due to malnutrition.7
1 The World Bank, “2008 World Development Indicators” (Washington, D.C.: Green Press 
Initiative, 2008).
2 United Nations Development Program, “Human Development Report 2007/2008” (New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2007).
3 Forbes, “Forbes Billionaires: Full List O f The 500 Richest People In The World 2015,” March 2, 
2015, http://www.forbes.eom/2007/03/06/billionaires-new-
richest_07billionaires_cz_lk_af_0308billieintro.html; The World Bank, “Heavily Indebted Poor Countries 
(39 Countries),” n.d.
4 United Nations Development Program, “Human Development Report 2007/2008.”
5 Ibid.
6 UNICEF, “Childhood Under Threat The State o f  the W orld’s Children 2005,” n.d., 
http://www.unicef.org/sowc05/english/.
7 United Nations Development Program, “Human Development Report 2007/2008.”
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Statistics show that poverty causes 21.000 children to die each day.8 The number of 
children who died before the age o f five years old is 10.6 million. Lack o f access to safe 
drinking water; and adequate sanitation leads to the deaths o f 1.4 million children each 
year. Fifteen million children lose their parents due to HIV/AIDS. Lack of adequate 
immunization leads 2.2 million children to die each year.9 About 1.8 million children die 
from diarrhea each year.10
Poverty continues to affect the health o f the poor people severely in all over the 
world. It is estimated that 3 million o f 40 million people living with HIV/AIDS died in 
2004. 350-500 million cases o f malaria are observed every year. 1 million o f these cases, 
predominantly in Africa, end with death. The proportion of African children in these 
deaths is more than 80 percent.11 The slow progress in the fields o f life expectancy, and 
education and literacy can be added into the list.
Another way poverty affects children badly is through school enrollments. There 
are 121 million children who are out o f education in the world.12 About 72 million 
children who are at primary school age did not go to school in developing countries in 
2005.13 Less than 1 percent o f the money allocated for armament in the world in every 
year would have been enough to send primary school age children to school.14
8 Anup Shah, “Today, around 21000 Children Died around the World,” Global Issues, September 
24, 2011, http://www.globalissues.org/article/715/today-21000-children-died-around-the-world.
9 UNICEF, “Childhood Under Threat The State o f the W orld’s Children 2005.”
10 United Nations Development Program, “Human Development Report 2006” (New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2006).
11 United Nations Development Program, “Human Development Report 2007/2008.”
12 UNICEF, “Childhood Under Threat The State o f  the W orld’s Children 2005.”
13 United Nations, “The Millennium Development Goals Report 2007” (New York, 2007), 
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/pdf/mdg2007.pdf.
14 Chris Brazier, “State o f  the World Report,” New Internationalist, Jan/Feb 97.
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As the aforementioned statistics show, poverty continues to be a worldwide 
prominent problem. These statistics confirm the assertion of this study that poverty is a 
dynamic issue, the causes o f which requires to be addressed over time. However, 
regardless o f approaching poverty problem at the national or local level, it is not an easy 
task to investigate the causes o f poverty. It becomes even harder to examine which 
factors do affect poverty at the national level due to several methodological, conceptual, 
and operational problems. Moreover, contrary to the prevailing studies in the literature, 
poverty is no more a problem of underdeveloped countries. As a consequence o f the 
gradually growing economic, political, and social interactions among the countries, the 
scope o f poverty continuously changes not only in underdeveloped countries but also in 
developing and even developed countries.
The majority o f the theoretical and empirical studies in the literature have tended 
to approach to poverty at the aggregate level in terms o f overall development o f the 
nations by particularly focusing on the economic dimensions o f development. Within this 
context, researchers have paid particular attention to economic growth o f nations. 
However, as mentioned earlier, economic growth is necessary but not sufficient to 
explain how individuals are affected from it. Even if  economic growth is regarded as 
development, this study claims that development and poverty are two different 
phenomena. Furthermore, most o f the empirical studies in particular, are far from 
examining the existence o f a systematic relationship and pattern between poverty and 
several economic, social, and political factors that may have an impact on poverty within 
nations over time. They have studied the impact o f a few factors on poverty on a limited 
number o f units o f observation for a limited time period. This study emphasized to the
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insufficiency o f the modernization theory o f development and empirical studies. It tested 
the explanations o f this theory about the course o f poverty and attempted to go beyond 
this by including as many factors, data, and years as possible to examine the course o f 
poverty within nations over time.
In this respect, this study analyzed association between poverty and the major 
economic, political, and social factors including openness to trade; foreign aid; military 
expenditure; income inequality; corruption; and population growth by using the data that 
are as reliable and numerous as possible.
To do this, this study included 135 countries to prevent any sample selection bias. 
The study covers seventeen years from 1995 to 2011 for all countries in the sample. The 
study analyzed the relationship between independent and control variables and dependent 
variable in three different panel data models.
Income inequality appeared as the most consistent factor which affects poverty in 
nations over time. The results significantly supported the hypothesis that a country is 
more likely to have a higher level of poverty when income inequality is higher in that 
country. This result displayed that poverty, first and foremost, is a matter o f how 
economic outcome is shared in a country. The study also showed the existence of a 
significant and negative relationship between income per capita and poverty over time. 
Accordingly, a country with higher per capita income is likely to have lower poverty.
This is an intuitively expected result. However, this result reveals that the model used in 
this study is robust.
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Some studies15 illustrate that trade is good for reducing poverty in the long term 
by providing resources to increase income. Trade openness also presents to governments 
the opportunity to implement redistribution policies toward poor people even if  increases 
in income do not result in an adequate “trickle-down” effect for the poor. The results o f 
this study show, however, that there is no significant relationship between openness to 
trade and poverty. The reason for the absence o f a direct relationship between trade and 
poverty would lay in the absence o f good policies.16
Interestingly enough, contrary to the findings in the literature, this study found 
that corruption does not have an impact on poverty. A possible explanation for this result 
is that corruption would be a phenomenon affecting the economic relations among upper 
income groups and therefore, its impact would not be diffusing into lower income 
groups.17 This is because lower income groups do not have intensive economic or 
bureaucratic interaction with public officers. Likewise, this study revealed that any 
change in poverty has nothing to do with population growth. There would be other 
factors leading to an indirect relationship between poverty and population growth. 
Military expenditure appears as another factor which does not have any impact on 
poverty. As in the relationship between corruption and poverty, allocation or cancellation 
o f allocation o f some financial resources to military expenditure would not be making 
any difference in the prosperity o f lower income groups. Similarly, foreign aid has no
15 David Dollar, “Outward-Oriented Developing Economies Really Do Grow More Rapidly: 
Evidence from 95 LDCs, 1976-1985,” Economic Development and Cultural Change 40, no. 3 (1992): 523- 
44; Jeffrey D. Sachs and Andrew M. Warner, “Economic Convergence and Economic Policies” 
(Cambridge, MA: the National Bureau o f Economic Research, 1995); Sebastian Edwards, “Openness, 
Productivity and Growth: What Do We Really Know?,” Economic Journal 108, no. 447 (1998): 383-98.
16 Anne O. Krueger, “Asian Trade and Growth Lessons,” The American Economic Review  80, no. 
2 (1990): 108-12.
17 Vito Tanzi, “Corruption, Arm’s-Length Relationships, and Markets,” in The Economics o f  
Organised Crime (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 161-80.
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significant impact on poverty. Inefficient use o f foreign would explain this result.
The statistics presented at the beginning o f this chapter further strengthened the 
assertion o f this study that any developmental improvement in any country cannot be 
regarded as a real improvement if  the poor do not benefit or achieve a better living 
condition. The results o f the statistical analysis made in this study strengthened this 
argument. Furthermore, this study made an original theoretical contribution to the 
literature on development and poverty by arguing and illustrating that any theoretical 
approach to development should include poverty directly into its arguments to explain 
development at either local or national level.
6.2. Limitations of the Study
Missing data, conceptual and operational deficiencies, and difficulties in 
definition and measurement of the above economic, political, and social factors would be 
the leading limitations o f this study. They may affect the study’s explanations o f the 
relationship between poverty and the economic, social, and political factors.
Measurement and operational definitions o f poverty and other variables bear 
several challenges.18 Aside from the other variables, to talk about poverty, the complexity 
of these challenges and the missing data and reliability problem for different conceptual 
and operational definitions forced this study to use absolute poverty in its analysis. The 
very same problems played a role in choosing the data sources for the other variables 
used in this study. Undoubtedly, the use o f absolute poverty to operationally define and
18 Martin Ravallion, “The Debate on Globalization, Poverty and Inequality: Why Measurement 
Matters,” International Affairs 79, no. 4 (2003): 739-53; Angus Deaton, “Measuring Poverty in a Growing 
World (or Measuring Growth in a Poor World),” Review o f  Economics and Statistics 87, no. 1 (2005): 1- 
19.
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measure poverty is also relative and it is not the best method to explain poverty. This 
being the case, it is quite natural to determine an absolute poverty line to examine the 
impact o f the independent variables on poverty.
Within this context, the use o f an absolute poverty line may undoubtedly mislead 
readers to think that there are no poor people particularly in developed countries. 
However, countries may have their own poor given their own economic and social 
structures. Consequently, this study might have difficulty in explaining the impact o f the 
aforementioned economic, political, social factors on the course o f poverty in these 
countries.
This study used general measures to collect as many data as available for a large 
number o f countries. However, this led to limitation in the findings o f the study in many 
aspects. The use o f general measures do not let to make distinction within measures -  for 
instance, how different types o f foreign aid (e.g. aid-in-kind versus official development 
assistance); different types of military spending (acquisition versus operations); different 
types o f trade openness (e.g. reliance on primary products versus manufactured goods); 
or different types o f corruption (high-level versus low-level) might impact the level o f 
poverty.
The use o f general measures in this study bears the potential to lead endogeneity 
problem. The direction o f the casual relationship would be from poverty to independent 
variables. This is clearly a matter o f concern for the relationship between foreign aid and 
poverty since high levels o f poverty are supposed to draw high levels o f foreign aid.
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The statistical model used in this study leads to omitted variable bias in its 
estimates by not controlling for some prominent control variables such as annual change 
in GDP per capita; changes in government spending or monetary policy; and others 
which are likely to affect poverty.
As mentioned above, the use o f general measures in this study does not let to 
make distinction between types o f aid, types o f corruption, or types o f military spending. 
This leads policy makers to have difficulty in drawing conclusion and therefore, they 
would not think that it is necessary to make big changes in their policies to reduce 
poverty. Consequently, in order to shed a light to policy makers, it is required to use 
more refined measures which make distinction between types o f foreign aid, corruption, 
trade, or military expenditure; and apply rich and thickly descriptive set o f case studies 
which analyze the processes between policy change and poverty reduction. The case 
studies, thereby, enables us to have a broader understanding o f casual processes which 
the statistical models cannot do.
6.3. Suggestions for Future Research
Under the light o f the results o f the statistical analysis made in this study, it is 
proposed that countries should prioritize policies that will increase per capita income and 
decrease income inequality to reduce poverty. Missing data problems and the difficulty of 
defining poverty conceptually and operationally makes it necessary for researchers to 
work on more efficient conceptual and operational definitions o f poverty. Researchers 
need to collect more reliable data to reach better results to explain the course o f poverty 
within nation-states. The insufficiency o f some o f the above major economic, political,
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and social factors to explain the poverty trends at country level over time should 




INCOME LEVELS OF THE COUNTRIES INCLUDED IN THE STUDY
Country Name GDP per capita Category
1 Albania $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
2 Algeria $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
3 Angola $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
4 Argentina $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
5 Armenia $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
6 Australia $12,746 or more high-income
7 Austria $12,746 or more high-income
8 Azerbaijan $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
9 Bangladesh $ 1,045 or less low-income
10 Belarus $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
11 Belgium $12,746 or more high-income
12 Belize $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
13 Benin $ 1,045 or less low-income
14 Bolivia (Plurinational State of) $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
15 Bosnia and Herzegovina $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
16 Botswana $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
17 Brazil $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
18 Bulgaria $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
19 Burkina Faso $ 1,045 or less low-income
20 Burundi $ 1,045 or less low-income
21 Cabo Verde $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
22 Cambodia $1,045 or less low-income
23 Cameroon $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
24 Canada $12,746 or more high-income
25 Central African Republic $ 1,045 or less low-income
26 Chad $ 1,045 or less low-income
27 Chile $12,746 or more high-income
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28 China $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
29 Colombia $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
30 Congo $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
31 Costa Rica $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
32 Cote D ’Ivoire $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
33 Croatia $12,746 or more high-income
34 Czech Republic $12,746 or more high-income
35 Democratic Republic of the Congo $ 1,045 or less low-income
36 Denmark $12,746 or more high-income
37 Djibouti $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
38 Dominican Republic $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
39 Ecuador $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
40 Egypt $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
41 El Salvador $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
42 Estonia $12,746 or more high-income
43 Ethiopia $1,045 or less low-income
44 Fiji $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
45 Finland $12,746 or more high-income
46 France $12,746 or more high-income
47 Gabon $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
48 Gambia $ 1,045 or less low-income
49 Georgia $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
50 Germany $12,746 or more high-income
51 Ghana $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
52 Greece $12,746 or more high-income
53 Guatemala $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
54 Guinea $1,045 or less low-income
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55 Guinea Bissau $1,045 or less low-income
56 Guyana $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
57 Haiti $ 1,045 or less low-income
58 Honduras $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
59 Hungary $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
60 Iceland $12,746 or more high-income
61 India $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
62 Indonesia $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
63 Iran (Islamic Republic of) $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
64 Iraq $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
65 Ireland $12,746 or more high-income
66 Israel $12,746 or more high-income
67 Italy $12,746 or more high-income
68 Jamaica $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
69 Japan $12,746 or more high-income
70 Jordan $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
71 Kazakhstan $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
72 Kenya $ 1,045 or less low-ineome
73 Kyrgyzstan $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
74 Lao People’s Democratic Republic $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
75 Latvia $12,746 or more high-income
76 Lesotho $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
77 Liberia $ 1,045 or less low-income
78 Lithuania $12,746 or more high-income
79 Madagascar $ 1,045 or less low-income
80 Malawi $1,045 or less low-income
81 Malaysia $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
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82 Mali $ 1,045 or less low-income
83 Mauritania $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
84 Mauritius $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
85 Mexico $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
86 Morocco $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
87 Mozambique $1,045 or less low-income
88 Namibia $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
89 Nepal $ 1,045 or less low-income
90 Netherlands $12,746 or more high-income
91 Nicaragua $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
92 Niger $ 1,045 or less low-income
93 Nigeria $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
94 Norway $12,746 or more high-income
95 Pakistan $1,046 to $4,125 lo wer-middl e-income
96 Panama $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
97 Papua New Guinea $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
98 Paraguay $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
99 Peru $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
100 Philippines $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
101 Poland $12,746 or more high-income
102 Republic o f Moldova $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
103 Romania $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
104 Russian Federation $12,746 or more high-income
105 Rwanda $ 1,045 or less low-income
106 Senegal $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
107 Seychelles $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
108 Sierra Leone $ 1,045 or less low-income
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109 Slovakia $12,746 or more high-income
110 Slovenia $12,746 or more high-income
111 South Africa $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
112 Spain $ 12,746 or more high-income
113 Sri Lanka $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
114 Sudan $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
115 Swaziland $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
116 Sweden $12,746 or more high-income
117 Switzerland $12,746 or more high-income
118 Syrian Arab Republic $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
119 Tajikistan $1,045 or less low-income
120 Thailand $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
121 The FYR o f Macedonia $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
122 Togo $ 1,045 or less low-income
123 Tunisia $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
124 Turkey $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
125 Turkmenistan $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
126 Uganda $ 1,045 or less low-income
127 Ukraine $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
128 United Kingdom $12,746 or more high-income
129 United Republic o f Tanzania $ 1,045 or less low-income
130 United States o f America $12,746 or more high-income
131 Uruguay $12,746 or more high-income
132 Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) $4,126 to $12,745 upper-middle-income
133 Viet Nam $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
134 Yemen $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
135 Zambia $1,046 to $4,125 lower-middle-income
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APPENDIX II
THE CODEBOOK FOR THE DATASET USED IN THE STUDY
1- Variable Name: poverty (dependent variable)
Abbreviated in the dataset as: poverty
Description: Poverty headcount ratio at $2 a day (PPP) (% of population) - population 
below $2 a day is the percentage o f the population living on less than $2.00 a day at 2005 
international prices.
Source: The World Bank, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.2DAY
2- Variable Name: corruption (independent variable)
Abbreviated in the dataset as: corrup
Description: The Corruption Perception Index ranges between 0 and 10. A value o f 10 
represents a country that is completely free from corruption while 0 represents a totally 
corrupt country.
Source: Transparency International, 
http://www.transparencv.org/cpi2014/in detail#mvAnchor 1
3- Variable Name: openness to trade (independent variable)
Abbreviated in the dataset as: trade
Description: Trade (% of GDP) - trade is the sum of exports and imports o f goods and 
services measured as a share o f gross domestic product. Accordingly, the bigger the share 
o f trade in gross domestic product (GDP) of a country, the more that country is assumed 
to be open to trade.
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Source: The World Bank, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NE.TRD.GNFS.ZS
4- Variable Name: income inequality (independent variable)
Abbreviated in the dataset as: inequa
Description: Gini index measures the extent to which the distribution o f income or 
consumption expenditure among individuals or households within an economy deviates 
from a perfectly equal distribution. A Lorenz curve plots the cumulative percentages of 
total income received against the cumulative number o f recipients, starting with the 
poorest individual or household. The Gini index measures the area between the Lorenz 
curve and a hypothetical line o f absolute equality, expressed as a percentage o f the 
maximum area under the line. Thus a Gini index o f 0 represents perfect equality, while an 
index o f 100 implies perfect inequality.
Source: The World Bank, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.GINI
5- Variable Name: military expenditure (independent variable)
Abbreviated in the dataset as: military
Description: Where possible, military expenditure includes all current and capital 
expenditure on:
• the armed forces, including peace keeping forces;
• defense ministries and other government agencies engaged in 
defense projects;
• paramilitary forces when judged to be trained, equipped and 
available for military operations;
• military space activities ;
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Such expenditures should include:
• personnel
o all expenditures on current personnel, military and civil 
o retirement pensions o f military personnel 
o social services for personnel and their families 
o operations and maintenance 
o procurement
o military research and development 
o military construction
o military aid (in the military expenditures of the donor 
country)
Excluded are the following military related expenditures:
• civil defense
• current expenditure for previous military activities 
o veterans benefits 
o demobilization
o conversion of arms production facilities 
o conversion o f arms production facilities 
destruction o f weapons 
Source: The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), 
http://milexdata.sipri.org
6- Variable Name: foreign aid (independent variable)
Abbreviated in the dataset as: logaid
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Description: The log o f “Net official development assistance and official aid received” is 
used to measure foreign aid. Accordingly;
“Net official development assistance (ODA) consists o f disbursements o f 
loans made on concessional terms (net o f repayments o f principal) and grants by 
official agencies o f the members o f the Development Assistance Committee 
(DAC), by multilateral institutions, and by non-DAC countries to promote 
economic development and welfare in countries and territories in the DAC list of 
ODA recipients. It includes loans with a grant element o f at least 25 percent 
(calculated at a rate o f discount o f 10 percent). Net official aid refers to aid flows 
(net o f repayments) from official donors to countries and territories in part II o f 
the DAC list o f recipients: more advanced countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe, the countries o f the former Soviet Union, and certain advanced 
developing countries and territories. Official aid is provided under terms and 
conditions similar to those for ODA. Part II o f the DAC List was abolished in 
2005. The collection o f data on official aid and other resource flows to Part II 
countries ended with 2004 data. Data are in constant 2011 U.S. dollars.”
Source: The World Bank, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/DT.QDA.ALLD.KD.
7- Variable Name: population growth (independent variable)
Abbreviated in the dataset as: popgrow
Description: Population growth (annual %) is the exponential rate o f growth of midyear 
population from year t-1 to t, expressed as a percentage.
Source: The World Bank, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.GROW
8- Variable Name: the level o f income (control variable)
Abbreviated in the dataset as: lowinc, lowmidinc, uppmidinc, highinc (control group) 
Description: The countries are categorized as low-income, lower-middle-income, upper- 
middle-income, and high-income according to the classification o f the World Bank. 
Accordingly, a country with GDP per capita ranging between $1,045 or less is considered 
a low-income country; a country with GDP per capita ranging between $1,046 to $4,125 
is considered a lower-middle income country; a country with GDP per capita ranging
between $4,126 to $12,745 is considered an upper-middle-income country; and a country 
with GDP per capita ranging between $12,746 or more is considered a high-income 
country.
Source: The World Bank,
http://data.worldbank.Org/about/country-and-lending-groups#Low_income
Table 14. Summary of the Variables
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APPENDIX III
ONLINE RESOURCES CONCERNING DATA ON POVERTY
1- The World Bank Poverty and Inequality Database
The World Bank is well-known with its studies in collecting data on worldwide 
poverty estimates. The Bank’s database contains 14 different measurement approaches to 
poverty which includes the data on the number of people living below $2 per day a 
mostly cited global poverty estimate. This database functions as a leading source for 
researches, reports, and other several aims. The Bank’s data collection strategy is based 
on 4 main principles including data comparability and accessibility; poverty 
measurement; linking existing data sources; and using new data and methodological 
tools.
2- The OECD Income Distribution Database
The OECD updates the database annually to measure and follow income 
inequality and poverty in its member countries. The database is based on the household 
surveys conducted in the member countries. Gini coefficient; the quintile share ratio; and 
the share o f the the population with income below the poverty line are the key indicators 
to determine which category the household income falls in. The organization also utilizes 
the administrative sources which result in higher poverty rates in general.
3- The United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDG) Indicators Database
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The official website o f the United Nations on the MDG contains data; definitions; 
methodologies; and sources about the indicators used to monitor the progress towards the 
goals. The website includes indicators for poverty under 3 sub-sections as follows: 
proportion o f population below $ 1.25 (PPP) per day; poverty gap ratio; and share o f 
poorest quintile in national consumption. The United Nations Statistics Division 
coordinates the Inter-agency and Expert Group (IAEG) that produce the data and 
analyses. Specialized agencies are responsible for adjustment o f the MDG data to 
maintain the international comparability.
4- CIA World Factbook
The United States Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) World Factbook provides 
information regarding the geographical; historical; political; economical; social; and 
other features o f countries. The website gives the percentage o f the population below 
poverty line estimated nationally through the surveys o f sub-groups in each country.
5- NationMaster
NationMaster compiles data from several sources. It provides the percentage of 
the population below poverty line for each country. The data are based on national 
surveys.
6- European Union (EU) Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC)
EU-SILC firstly covered 15 EU member countries in 2004. Later, it included all 
of the then 25 EU member countries in 2005. Today, EU-SILC covers 28 countries 
including Switzerland and Turkey. EU-SILC provides cross-sectional and longitudinal
data on income, poverty, social exclusion and other living conditions. Data are collected 
annually through household surveys and interviews in the countries following their 
participation to EU-SILC.
EU-SILC takes 60 percent o f the national median equalized disposable income as 
a threshold to determine the risk o f poverty. A person with an income below this 
threshold is considered as a person at risk o f poverty. There are more than 120 million 
people in the EU territories that are at risk o f poverty by 2013. The European Council 
aims to have 20 million fewer people in the EU who are at-risk-of-poverty by 2020.
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